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Irresponsible fathers and powerful men.
Carrying a baby to term and asking
others to adopt and raise him or her can
be devastating and life-changing, but it
is not half as soul-crushing as knowing
you ended a young life in your womb.

HOPES AND REGRETS FOR
AFGHANISTAN

SEPT. 25, P. 38: The photo by Paula
Bronstein of Getty Images on the table
of contents page truly is worth a thousand words. The apprehension in the
children’s eyes and the set of the jaw
on the youngest speak volumes about
the Taliban turmoil in Afghanistan.

Mary Lamb/ Norwalk, Ohio

Gordon Govier/ F itchburg, Wis.

Thank you, WORLD and Emily Belz, for
giving us a Christian perspective on the
disaster in Afghanistan. One observation gave me cause for praise and hope:
If the number of Christians has grown
from hundreds to perhaps tens of thousands, all is not lost in that country.
Nita Hickam / Biddeford, Maine

A SURE WORD

SEPT. 25, P. 36: When Jamie Dean cited

instances of yanking Scripture verses
out of context to make a point, it
reminded me of a club I belonged to
that had us recite, “The Lord watch
between me and thee, when we are
absent one from another” (Genesis
31:49). I could hardly say it without
laughing, knowing it was said as a caution from one lying schemer to another.
Leslie Ritchie / Hastings, Minn.

CASHING IN ON COLLEGE SPORTS

GOING VIRAL
SEPT. 25, P. 44:

Florida Gov. Ron
DeSantis has it right.
Individual rights trump
government rights:
“Unless I see it violating
some other principle, I
usually just let people
do as they see fit.” I
would be very happy if
the government just did
its job and shut up.
Bill Russell /
Brighton, Mich.

If it weren’t so terrible, the misuse of
Scripture by some people would be
laughable.
Dan Myers/ Wichita, Kan.

SEPT. 25, P. 68: I cannot disagree with
the logic behind this issue. When college football coaches are the highest-
paid employees in a state but the
athletes they coach can’t get a dime, it
does seem out of balance.
Bob MacLeod / Orlando, Fla.

MAKING OUR GARDENS GROW;
TRANSCENDING GENRES

SEPT. 25, PP. 18 AND 21: Janie B. Chea
ney’s column on a “human cannibal
[cannonball]” and Collin Garbarino’s
subsequent article titled “Transcending genders [genres]” convinced me
that I need to wear my reading glasses
while perusing WORLD.
John R. Torczynski /Albuquerque, N.M.

INTRODUCING WORLD OPINIONS

SEP T. 25, P. 6: I am so grateful for
WORLD Opinions. I am a regular listener to Al Mohler on The Briefing, and
I am glad to add new voices and perspectives into the daily mix of what I
am listening to and reading.
Andrew Price / Moyie Springs, Idaho

SUPREME COURT V. NATION
OF VIGILANTES ?

SEPT. 25, P. 72: Marvin Olasky is one of

the few commentators I’ve read who
acknowledges that men are a primary
beneficiary of abortion, not women.
Women are the victims.
David Holmack / Rosedale, Md.

LETTERS AND COMMENTS
EMAIL editor@wng.org
MAIL WORLD Mailbag, PO Box 20002,

Asheville, NC 28802-9998
WEBSITE wng.org
FACEBOOK facebook.com/WNGdotorg
TWITTER @WNGdotorg
INSTAGRAM instagram.com/WNGdotorg
PLEASE INCLUDE FULL NAME AND ADDRESS.

Marvin Olasky’s column made me see
the abortion debate in a whole new
light. Who does abortion benefit most?

LETTERS MAY BE EDITED TO YIELD
BREVITY AND CLARITY.

SQUANDERING AMERICAN SACRIFICE

SEPT. 11: Thank you for the 9/11 issue
and its focus on Afghanistan. As I sat
reading while holding my “Christmas
in Kandahar” coffee cup, I found the
coverage and articles not only informative but cathartic. This is an issue I
plan to keep and revisit.
Allen Miller/ O’Fallon, Ill.
Read more letters at wng.org/mailbag
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WH E TH E R YO U ’ VE B E E N
NOTES FROM THE CEO

|

Kevin Martin

WITH U S FO RE VE R O R
N OT, “ STI C KI N G WITH ”
YO U HAS B E E N TH E
B E ST TH I N G WE’ VE
E VE R D O N E .

Sticking with you

No matter the label—audience,
subscribers, or family—WORLD readers
are key to our success

A

S WE HAVE REPLAYED A BIT of WORLD’s history during this
40th anniversary year, we have not yet discussed the single
biggest factor in our longevity, humanly speaking: our audience.
Forgive me for calling you an audience. It’s not quite the
right word.
For the first 25 years of our existence, when we were merely
magazine publishers, we called you our “readers” or “subscribers.” Things were simpler then.
In the early 2000s, our main business objective was to increase the
number of subscribers. We wanted—and thought we needed—a big number we could sell to advertisers. We did have some big numbers in those
days, but when we thought of our subscribers as numbers, the relationship
changed.
I remember the day that then-CEO Nick Eicher asked why we were
trying to claim ever-higher numbers of subscribers. “We have a passionate, core group of readers who have been with us forever,” he said. “Let’s
just stick with them.”
By the way, we do have readers who have been with us forever, in a
way. I regularly meet people who have been subscribing from the very
beginning. I meet even more who tell me they’ve been with WORLD since
Eternity. That’s their way of saying they joined WORLD in 1988 (fewer
than two years after our first issue), when WORLD bought the subscriber
list for Eternity magazine and converted them to WORLD subscriptions.

6
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Whether you’ve been with us forever
or not, “sticking with” you has been the
best thing we’ve ever done.
But it hasn’t made it any easier figuring out what to call you. Once we started
the podcasts, neither “readers” nor “subscribers” quite fit. We took to calling you
“members” for a while (I still sometimes
do), because you are participants in
WORLD’s mission. I have used “readers
and listeners,” which worked fine until
we started WORLDWatch. “Readers and
listeners and viewers” is a mouthful.
“Friends” feels a little smarmy, even
though you are friends; “partners”
sounds a little fundraise-y, even though
you are partners. Family? Probably overplayed.
And so I come back to “audience,” I
guess, but an audience of readers, listeners, and viewers invested in different ways
in WORLD’s mission, who are friends and
partners and—dare I say?—family.
You’ve stuck with us all these 40 years,
and with God’s help, we will stick with
you forever.

EMAIL kevin@wng.org
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I YE ARN TO B E RE ADY TO
VOICES

|

Joel Belz

TE LL H E R O F TH E FRE E D O M S
G O D’S PEO PLE ARE
PRIVI LEG E D TO E NJ OY.

Sabbath

Simple moments in which
to bear witness

I

’D NEVER THOUGHT of a John Deere tractor as
a tool of evangelistic outreach. And even now,
I’m still not totally sure I’ve got this whole picture
in proper focus.
I’ve been thinking these thoughts since a
recent Sunday morning when one of our neighbors uncharacteristically interrupted our typically quiet agenda with the roar of her green and
yellow lawn mower. Never before had she invaded our
Sunday serenity in such a manner. What had happened
in her life to prompt such a change?
All sorts of crazy questions and silly conclusions
raced through my brain. Was she listening to a new
preacher? Was she going suddenly to a different church?
Had she simply changed her mind about Sabbath-
keeping? Does she even know what that quaint phrase
means in this secular society?
The fact is that all of us—would-be covenant keepers and covenant ignorers—are constantly sending
messages back and forth about changes in our circumstances. But who knows? What we’re watching might
be something as monumental as a death in the family,
dictating that somebody new has to step forward to
mow the lawn. Or it might be as trivial as someone
having forgotten to fill the gas can, leaving one of yesterday’s tasks for today.
In this case, I found myself trying feebly to interpret
the signals as best I could. In that process I was seriously
falling back on some highly outdated tools. I say “outdated” because I think those tools were probably shaped
in my childhood. When as a youngster I saw an Iowa
farmer plowing a field on Sunday, I tended immediately
to pronounce him a nonbeliever. If I saw a gas station
on Sunday with a “CLOSED” sign on the door, I glibly

8
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concluded the owner was a serious Christian. (I do
remember my mother pointedly reminding me once:
“Joel, don’t forget there are other things to keep in
mind!”)
“But when I became a man, I put away childish
things.” And among those less mature habits the Apostle Paul says should be “put away” are the knee-jerk
responses we too easily resort to in determining who is
in the kingdom and who is not. Even for the leaders of
Christ’s Church, who are assigned the task of saying
“yay” or “nay” to new members, it can be a nuanced
decision. I think I’ve spent too many hours of the time
of God’s people chasing those nuances.
But back to John Deere tractors. I wish I had through
the years formed a friendship with my neighbor that
made it easy and natural for me a couple Sundays ago
to wander over to learn what had brought about this
sudden change in her schedule.
Certainly, this was not quite the time to run her
through a checklist of behaviors allowed, and those
disallowed, for people who aren’t much in the habit of
thinking about keeping God’s commands. I yearn
instead to be ready to tell her of the freedoms God’s
people are privileged to enjoy. If she has ever noticed
what my mowing habits might be, does she have any
sense that they are shaped more by joy than by duty?
I hope so.
And if my neighbor’s John Deere helps me read the
signals about what’s happening in her family’s life, isn’t
that almost certainly all to the good? I need all the help
on that front I can get. If we had 50-100 believers in every
community sensitively reading such signals and giving
faithful witness about the freedom God showers on his
people, we just might end up with huge revival.
EMAIL jbelz@wng.org

10/20/21 9:02 AM
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New from WORLD News Group

Sound commentary from trusted voices

Exclusively for WORLD subscribers, WORLD Opinions is a
trustworthy source of sound analysis, insights, and perspectives
about the events and ideas attempting to redefine our world today.
Editor Albert Mohler and managing editor Andrew Walker,
working with WORLD Digital’s executive editor, Tim Lamer, are
leading a team of contributors who post columns on timely topics
each weekday on wng.org.
Through reasoned, respectful commentary, WORLD Opinions will
help WORLD readers be better informed on how to think about
and discuss the consequential issues of our rapidly changing times.

Visit wng.org/opinions today to read the latest commentary.
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A DESPERATE CRY

As abductions in Haiti increase, churches and ministries
find themselves in the crosshairs
by Jamie Dean

T

HREE WEEKS BEFORE a notorious Haitian gang kidnapped 17 missionaries visiting an
orphanage outside Port-au-Prince on Oct. 16, armed gunmen attacked the morning
worship service of First Baptist Church in the capital city’s downtown.
As shots flew near the front gate, Haitian church members ducked under pews and
bolted for safety. The assailants shot a 60-year-old deacon as he tried to protect his wife
from abduction. The gang fled with the 59-year-old wife, and her husband later died
from his injuries.
It’s the kind of attack that would have been surprising just a few years ago. Though

JOSEPH ODELYN/AP
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Children
stand in the
courtyard
of the
orphanage
outside Portau-Prince
where a gang
abducted 17
missionaries.
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News Analysis

Haiti has suffered long from danger and
violence, churches were often considered
safe zones—or at least safer zones.
That perceived protection is vanishing as spiraling gang violence and frequent abductions put everyone in the
potential crosshairs. “In some cases they
go after influential people,” a missionary
in Port-au-Prince told WORLD. “But now
they’re just grabbing anybody.”
On Oct. 16, members of a Haitian
gang known as 400 Mawozo grabbed 16
Americans and one Canadian associated
with Christian Aid Ministries—an Ohiobased organization founded by members
of the Mennonite and Amish communities. Abductees included six men, six
women, and five children. The group
said the youngest child is 8 months old.
Haitian authorities said the gang
demanded a $17 million ransom. FBI
agents were working to assist with negotiations, though it was unlikely the kidnappers would successfully obtain such
an enormous payout.
Christian Aid Ministries offers Bible
studies, medical assistance, and other
practical help. The group began as an
outreach to Romania in 1981 but grew
into a multicountry effort, with some
100 field staffers in countries around the
world, according to its most recent
annual report.
The Americans and Canadian from
Christian Aid Ministries were visiting an
orphanage in an area considered dangerous territory—but dangerous territory accounts for at least half of the
capital city.
In April, gunmen abducted five
priests and two nuns traveling to a community east of Port-au-Prince. The assailants released the hostages after three
weeks, though it’s unclear if they
received a ransom.
Violence and kidnappings have worsened in the last two years. They’ve spiked
since the assassination of President
Jovenel Moïse on July 7. Gang activity
eased momentarily after a 7.2 earthquake
struck Haiti’s southeast on Aug. 14, killing some 2,000 people. But the reprieve
was short-lived: The week before the
12
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N OW TH E Y’RE
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AN Y B O DY.

missionary kidnappings, gangs hijacked
a public bus and shot at a school bus.
Though foreign missionaries are a
high-profile target, a missionary working
in Port-au-Prince told WORLD kidnap-

pings among lower-income groups have
become common as well: Gangs sometimes pluck school kids walking down
the street.
The assailants are willing to extort
whatever sum relatives can pay, and families sometimes sell their possessions and
go into debt to secure the release of a
child or other loved one.
That environment makes daily life
often grind to a standstill: Pondering a
trip to the market, school, or church
often involves phone calls to a network
of friends to find out if they’ve heard of
any trouble in the area. The missionary
said many Christians are hanging onto
their faith in Christ, but “it’s more of a
desperate cry.”
Many missionaries have left the country because of the insecurity, particularly
in a nation the U.S. State Department
warns Americans against visiting. That
makes the Mennonite presence in Haiti
notable: A group known for its peaceful
separation from parts of society has been
willing to live in one of the most dangerous countries in the Western Hemisphere.
The Port-au-Prince missionary says
that’s part of the Christian life even in a
hard place: “We’re called to be salt and
light in places that are falling apart. …
That’s who we are. We get to be placed
in communities we can help.”
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By the Numbers

75%

The efficacy standard
set by the World Health
Organization. Another
vaccine in development
called R21 posted a 77
percent efficacy this
year in early tests.

A NEW PUNCH TO A
PARASITIC PROBLEM

500,000

The number of people
who die of malaria
each year.

260,000

The number of African
children who die of
malaria each year.

2.3M

The number of people
in three African
countries who have
received Mosquirix
already.

15M

The number of doses
GlaxoSmithKline said it
can produce annually
charging 5 percent
above the cost of
production.
ILLUSTRATION BY KRIEG BARRIE
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THE NUMBER OF YEARS the world’s first effective malaria vaccine,
GlaxoSmithKline-made Mosquirix, spent in development before the
World Health Organization (WHO) approved its use on Oct. 6. French
physician Alphonse Laveran discovered the parasite responsible for
malaria in 1880, and scientists have been trying to control the disease
ever since. According to clinical trials, Mosquirix demonstrated a 50
percent efficacy against malaria—well short of the WHO goal. But when
combined with other malaria controls, the new vaccine significantly
reduced the death and suffering brought about by the parasite.
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Human Race

PLEADED

Nikolas Cruz, 23, pleaded guilty on Oct.
20 to 17 counts of first-degree murder
and 17 counts of attempted murder in the
mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla.
The plea came five days after he also
pleaded guilty to four criminal counts
related to an attack on prison guards in
2018. Jury selection for the penalty phase
of Cruz’s case will start in November.
Prosecutors still intend to pursue the
death penalty, while attorneys for Cruz
will ask for life in prison without parole.
On Valentine’s Day 2018, Cruz killed 14
students and three staff members and
wounded 17 more people at the school.
FIRED

DIED

Colin Powell was 84

The former general and diplomat served
Republican and Democratic presidents

C
14

Washington State University’s athletic
director announced the firing of head
football coach Nick Rolovich and four
assistants because they were not vaccinated against COVID-19 on Oct. 15.
Rolovich was denied a religious exemption. Rolovich said he would not get the
COVID-19 vaccine for private reasons
when the mandate was announced in
August. He wore a mask to all games and
said he would comply with other state
requirements. Because the university fired
him for cause, it will not have to pay out
the rest of his $3 million yearly contract
through 2025. The team’s defensive coordinator will serve as acting coach while
the school looks for immediate assistant
replacements.
KILLED

OLIN POWELL, THE FORMER CHAIRMAN of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff and secretary of state, died Oct. 18 at age 84. His
family said he died of complications of COVID-19. Powell
was fully vaccinated against the coronavirus and received
treatment at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center
in Bethesda, Md., but suffered from multiple myeloma, which
weakened his immune system. He also had been treated for
Parkinson’s disease. Powell became the first African American chairman of the Joint Chiefs and served under Democratic and Republican administrations, overseeing the U.S.
invasions of Panama and Kuwait. He served as secretary of
state under former President George W. Bush from 2001 to
2005. Powell drew criticism for a 2003 presentation before
the UN Security Council in support of the U.S. war in Iraq
in which he cited faulty information that Saddam Hussein
had access to weapons of mass destruction.
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Sir David Amess, a 69-year-old member
of British Parliament, was stabbed to
death on Oct. 15 at Belfairs Methodist
Church in Leigh-on-Sea, 40 miles east of
London, where he was holding an open
meeting with constituents. Authorities
arrested Ali Harbi Ali, a 25-year-old British man with Somali heritage. Ali had
been referred to a government-sponsored
program aimed to steer people from
extremism. Amess began his political
career in 1983. He was known for socially
conservative positions and for campaigning against abortion. Queen Elizabeth II
knighted Amess in 2015 for political and
public service. He was married and had
five children. This was the second fatal
attack on a member in five years.
MARCY NIGHSWANDER/AP

10/20/21 11:57 AM
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“I hope I never recover from this. I hope that I can
maintain what I feel now. I don’t want to lose it.”
WILLIAM SHATNER , 90, who played Star Trek’s Captain Kirk, remarking
after returning from a trip to space on a Blue Origin flight.

“The Olympic Games are being handed over to a country
actively committing a genocide.”
Uyghur Canadian activist ZUMRETAY ARKIN in an Oct. 19 press conference in Athens before
Greek officials passed the Olympic flame to 2022 Beijing Winter Games organizers.

“It is the duty of elected leaders to avoid fostering
an environment in which honestly held policy
disagreements serve as the basis for vitriol—raising
the temperature in political rhetoric and creating a
permission structure for unacceptable behavior.”
Sen. KYRSTEN SINEMA, D-Ariz., after leftist activists videotaped the moderate
Democrat as she taught at Arizona State University and chased her into a bathroom.

“You see lactating mothers with no milk. We see babies
dying. I saw myself people eating leaves like goats.”
The Rev. TAUM BERHANE, a Catholic priest describing mass starvation in Ethiopia’s
embattled Tigray region, which the government has blockaded since June.

“Well, I think you all could do a better job of selling it,
to be very frank with you.”
House Speaker NANCY PELOSI to reporters when asked how Democrats could do a
better job of convincing Americans to support a $3.5 trillion budget reconciliation bill.

“What are the odds that John Legend is in town, in the
area you’re performing, as you’re singing his song?”
Boston street musician RADHA RAO after musician John Legend showed up
in the crowd as she sang his hit song “All of Me.”
November 6, 2021
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BEAVER-POWERED OUTAGE City
2 offi
cials in Logan, Utah, blamed a

Quick Takes

beaver for a power outage that cut electricity to nearly 1,000 residents Oct. 3.
According to a letter from the mayor, a
beaver felled a tree that crashed into
power lines. Emergency crews were able
to restore power after an hour. City
human resource director Ambrie Darley
and her husband set out to capture the
semi-aquatic rodent and managed to trap
the offending beaver two days later. City
officials relocated the beaver to a more
suitable location far away from Logan’s
power infrastructure.
BATHROOM EMERGENCY Ontario,
3 Canada,
emergency dispatchers got

1

ONE-CENT SHIPS
HALF A CENTURY AGO, they cost hundreds of millions of dollars to
build. Now the USS Kitty Hawk and USS John F. Kennedy, the last two
conventionally powered aircraft carriers, are worth just a penny each.
That’s what International Shipbreaking Limited paid for the carriers
in a deal announced in October. The Texas-based shipbreaker will make
money on the deal if it can sell scrap metal salvaged from the massive
vessels for more than the cost of demolishing the ships. Both ships
joined the U.S. Navy’s fleet in the 1960s. The Navy decommissioned the
Kitty Hawk in 2009 and the John F. Kennedy in 2007. Transporting the
Kitty Hawk from Bremerton, Wash., to the Gulf of Mexico could take
up to 4½ months, as it must be towed around the southern tip of South
America. The John F. Kennedy has a shorter trip from Philadelphia.
Often the Navy pays millions for contractors to take decommissioned
ships away for scrapping. The former Enterprise, the first nuclearpowered supercarrier, could cost more than $1.5 billion to dismantle.

16
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an unusual plea for help when a motorist
stuck in traffic phoned 911 insisting he
had an emerging bathroom emergency.
In an audio recording released Oct. 8, the
man tells the 911 operator, “The thing is
I have to pee and these guys are not moving.” He explained the traffic jam prevented him from exiting the roadway.
“This is your emergency?” the operator
responded. “That you have to pee? And
how are the police going to help you urinate?” The Peel Regional Police, which
took the emergency call, posted the
recording to remind residents that not
all personal emergencies warrant a phone
call to 911.
JACUZZIS Nashville’s Metro
4 ROVING
government filed a lawsuit in October

to temporarily shut down one of the city’s
most unusual attractions. Officials formally asked a judge to ban the Music City
Party Tub, a hot-tub-on-wheels business
the city says violates local code. Owners
of the business debuted the attraction on
city streets in 2019, towing the hot tub
trailer with a truck. According to Nashville officials, the business is operating a
public swimming pool without a permit
and does not have a business license in
the county. The city issued a health code
violation in August.
ADRIFT AT SEA On Sept. 3, Livae
5 Nanjikana
and Junior Qoloni set out

on a small motorboat to navigate from
one island in the Solomon Islands to
another. The pair had completed the 124mile journey in the past. But this time,
ILLUSTRATION BY KRIEG BARRIE

10/20/21 9:14 AM

bad weather blew the sailors off course
and knocked out their GPS, leaving them
lost in the Pacific Ocean. The pair survived for nearly a month on provisions
they brought, coconuts they found floating in the sea, and rainwater collected
on board. Eventually the pair drifted to
the coast of Papua New Guinea where a
local fisherman found them and brought
them ashore. Nanjikana told The Guardian one positive of their time at sea was
not having to hear the constant COVID-19
news: “I look forward to going back
home, but I guess it was a nice break from
everything.”

6 robber made his capture easy for

FOOL ME TWICE A suspected bank

detectives by attempting to rob the same
bank two days in a row, police said.
According to Fountain Valley, Calif.,
police, the 33-year-old suspect entered a
Chase Bank branch Oct. 4, handed the
teller a note, and fled the bank with a
large amount of cash. Police arrived at
the bank after the man had already left.
But the next day, police received another
report of a bank robbery in progress. This
time, officers said they arrived in time to
catch the very same suspect trying to rob
the bank again.
STRIKE AGAIN Harkening
7 VIKINGS
back to coastal raids from a millen-

TH I S I S YO U R
E M E RG E N CY?
THAT YO U HAVE
TO PE E?

Beyhan Mutlu went missing after wandering away from a friend in a forest near
Inegöl, Turkey, on Sept. 28. After sleeping
off his inebriation in a house in the forest,
Mutlu awoke the next day to find a group
of people forming a search party. Seeking
to be helpful, the 51-year-old joined the
group only to be confused that members
of the search party kept calling out his
name. “After a while, they said they were
looking for Beyhan Mutlu,” he told Turkish news outlet T24. “I broke into a cold
sweat when I heard my name.” Mutlu said
he told the group who he was, but the
search party didn’t believe him until they
found his friend who confirmed it.
IN THE COURT A Welsh
9 DISORDER
man attempted to place a criminal

court judge under citizen’s arrest after
refusing to recognize the judge’s authority.
Daniel Hughes, 37, appeared in the courtroom of District Judge Neale Thomas to
answer for a July assault near his home.
During his recent hearing in Swansea,
Wales, Hughes crossed through the well
and attempted to climb over Thomas’
desk. During the commotion, Hughes told
the judge he doesn’t recognize the court’s
jurisdiction. Security guards wrestled
and subdued Hughes, who was later
charged with contempt of court and
ordered to serve a 28-day sentence.

nium ago, a Viking longboat wrought
“devastation” on a coastal Scottish town
in October. While being towed through
Kirkcudbright, the mast of a Viking longboat replica struck power lines and
knocked out electrical service to one of
the town’s customers. A reenactment
group specializing in bringing the early
Medieval period to life decided to put on
a show for students at a local elementary
school. “We decided—just to keep our
time down and make sure we turned up
in absolute style—we were going to turn
up with the mast up,” one of the group’s
volunteers told the BBC. They checked
the route for low bridges but forgot to
check for power lines. “So, lesson learned,
we are never rolling with the mast up
again,” the volunteer said.
FIND YOURSELF After a night of
8 heavy
drinking, a Turkish man said

he joined a search party to find himself.
November 6, 2021
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Janie B. Cheaney

HAN D C R AF TE D I D E NTIT Y
B UT G O D’S PRO M I S E
FU LFI LLE D —WH E N WE
S E E H I M AS H E I S.

Identity vs. personhood
Leaning into the factors
God bestows on us

I

F “DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE” is an apt comparison for anything, it’s the Gender Wiki website—a
way station for young adults and teens trying to
locate themselves on the gender spectrum, with
249 (and counting?) varieties to choose from.
Most come with pronoun preferences and multicolored pride flags. Many of these identities are
niche at best, accompanied with the disclaimer
that the description “is about a gender identity that is
not widely used among gender-variant people. This does
not mean that the identity is not valid, but that very few
people are known to use this term.”
What kind of terms? Byx describes someone who
expresses male gender and agender (defined elsewhere)
simultaneously. Antigender is the opposite of a specific
gender while not necessarily being that opposite gender.
Gardenian is a gender identity that blooms and dies in
cycles. Tarantula is one who feels genderless with a
strong female energy.
Skepticism sometimes elbows its way into the comment section. “It’s hard to take anyone seriously if they
non-ironically are calling themselves a tarantula. You
feel?” Another skeptic suspects people are just making
stuff up, to which a true believer replies, “People don’t
make up genders, they make up gender labels. Female
and male are made up labels [expletive deleted].” Pronouns can be made up, too. Tetrisgender people, who
develop their identity incrementally over time (as in the
Tetris video game), may choose the pronoun block,
blockim, and blockself. I can’t imagine anyone actually
doing that, but apparently it’s a thing.
I discovered Gender Wiki through a post on another
website where a writer claims that too many teens are
obsessed with finding the exact term that encompasses

18
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every possible combination of gendered feelings they
experience. The classifications all seem to be based on
masculine and feminine stereotypes. I thought we had
moved beyond stereotypes. A woman can lead Marines
into combat and still be “all woman,” can’t she? Not if
she identifies as a gender that slides into masculinity
when infuriated (label and pride flag to follow).
Anyone over 40 could have a lot of fun with 249
genders, but it’s no laughing matter for young people
trying to figure out who they are in a confused and
confusing world. The tragedy is, some may be so intent
on crafting identities that they’ve let go of personhood.
Identity, as we now understand it, is manufactured.
It’s the feature, whether skin color or sexuality or any
other marker, chosen as a primary definition. And it’s
inherently limiting. I could “identify” as a woman, an
American, and a septuagenarian, but none of those
would express who I truly am.
Personhood is bestowed. The factors that shape us
most are the things we did not choose—beginning with
being itself. I had nothing to do with my birth, or my
parents or grandparents, or my race or country. I had
nothing to do with my family’s income level or the myocarditis that nearly ended my life at an early age. I
couldn’t control what the grown-ups in my life thought
it necessary for me to learn, but they, in turn, couldn’t
control what I actually learned. The person I became is
very different from my siblings, as they are from me: a
bottomless being no one but God could fully plumb.
“My frame was not hidden from you, when I was
being made in secret, intricately woven in the depths
of the earth” (Psalm 139:15).
Identity fixes on one feature to the detriment of
others. Skin color describes a person, but it’s not the
person. Transgender feelings may be real, but not definitional. Personhood escapes easy classification: What
we are remains essentially mysterious, known fully to
God alone.
Identity turns inward, but personhood expands outward. The saints described in Hebrews 11 and the saints
of today share one trait in common: Our eyes are fixed
on things unseen. We seek not a handcrafted identity,
but God’s promise fulfilled—fully and finally in us, when
we see Him as He is. 
EMAIL jcheaney@wng.org TWITTER @jbcheaney
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It’s a new day in
global missions.
We all want to do the most good with the funds God’s
entrusted to us.
The world is shifting on its axis, and global missions
is shifting with it. For hundreds of years missionaries
went from one country to another, often at great cost to
their lives and families. Because of them, there are now
disciples and churches in every country on earth.
Today, your global missions dollars can often go farther
by supporting local leaders as they reach the unreached
and plant churches. Why?

THE

Cost for a plane ticket? $0
Cost for language training? $0
Cost for culture training? $0
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DUSTY SPACE EPIC

The newest adaptation of sci-fi classic Dune
captures the book’s grandiose vision
by Collin Garbarino

F

RANK HERBERT’S BEST-SELLING SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL Dune has repeatedly defied
screen adaptation since its publication in 1965. In the 1970s Alejandro Jodorowsky tried
adapting the novel, but the project never began filming. Critics universally reviled David
Lynch’s 1984 version with its incoherent plot and irritating voiceovers. In 2000, the
Sci-Fi Channel aired a three-part miniseries that stuck to the book’s narrative but failed
to capture its grandeur. The stakes were high for director Denis Villeneuve (Arrival,
Bladerunner 2049) when he began this latest adaptation, in theaters and streaming on
HBO Max, but Herbert’s book has finally received the screen adaptation it deserved.

WARNER BROS. PICTURES AND LEGENDARY PICTURES
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Dune is set thousands of years in the future and humans have spread themselves
across the galaxy. Paul Atreides (Timothée Chalamet) has an idyllic life with his
parents Duke Leto (Oscar Isaac) and Lady Jessica (Rebecca Ferguson) on a lush world,
and from the beginning viewers realize Paul’s a chosen one, a messiah figure. But the
gears of political intrigue start moving when the galactic emperor instructs Leto to
accept the desert planet Arrakis, aka Dune, as his fiefdom. Arrakis will enhance the
duke’s power because it is the only source of “spice,” the most valuable commodity
in the universe. It stimulates the mind, allowing its users to experience altered states
of consciousness, and it’s the secret to
interstellar travel controlled by the Spacing Guild.
Previously the monstrous Baron Harkonnen (Stellan Skarsgård) ruled Arrakis,
exploiting the planet for its spice and
oppressing its native inhabitants, the
Fremen who live in Dune’s harsh desert.
Duke Leto hopes to profit from the spice
trade, but he also hopes to cultivate an
alliance with the natives, seeing the fierce
Fremen as a means to securing his family’s dominance. But the Harkonnens
spring their trap faster than the wary
Atreideses anticipate. Don’t expect resolution: This movie is only Part 1 of two.
Spacing Guild? Intergalactic feudalism? Space messiahs? If you’re thinking
Dune must spend many of its 153 minutes
on world building, you’d be right. Herbert
wrote countless pages explaining the
intricacies of his universe’s politics, religion, and customs—he even included a
glossary for all the exotic terminology—
but Villeneuve doesn’t make it too tedious
for us. He drops his viewers into this fully
realized universe with just enough exposition about background matters to keep
those unfamiliar with the book from getD U N E I S AB O UT TH E
ting lost. But the movie preserves the
RE S I LI E N C E O F
book’s exploration into how politics and
religion use each other. Paul’s destined
TH E H U MAN S PI RIT
to be a messiah, but he won’t be a ChrisI N TH E M I D ST
tian one. Paul’s story was inspired by the
O F O PPRE S S I O N .
colonial European powers’ subjugation
of Islamic culture.
Chalamet seems born to play Paul
Atreides. He’s brooding and beautiful,
and he possesses an air of one resigned
to wielding great power. The rest of the
cast delivers equally excellent perfor-

mances. Isaac projects doomed nobility,
Skarsgård gluttonous villainy. Ferguson
has the haunted look of a woman who
knows she can’t protect her loved ones.
Jason Momoa’s Duncan Idaho is the only
cheery character in the film, but his
smiles and jokes reinforce the film’s feeling of dread rather than inject levity.
Dune—rated PG-13 for disturbing
images and strong violence, though it’s
refreshingly free of bad language—has
plenty of action, but don’t expect non-

stop thrills. The movie’s an epic, and it
leans into that genre primarily through
the scope of its plot and its cinematography. Villeneuve wants the audience to
experience the enormity of the space
vessels, the enormity of the desert, the
enormity of the sandworms, the enormity
of the political machinations. Every scene
carries a seriousness that becomes
oppressive, but don’t let the movie’s
gravitas dissuade you. Dune is about the
resilience of the human spirit in the midst
of oppression.
A final word of caution: If you plan to
see Dune because Zendaya was in the
trailer, you’re going to be disappointed.
Her screen time is miniscule. You’ll have
to wait for Part 2 to see her teach Paul
the ways of the Fremen.

BOX-OFFICE B OMB Director David Lynch disowned the 1984 version of Dune after critics panned the film.
22
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REBOOTING NOSTALGIA

End of a Bond era

The Wonder Years gives a new take
on a classic sitcom

by Collin Garbarino

After sitting on the shelf for 18 months,
No Time to Die finally hit theaters Oct.
8, allowing audiences to see Daniel
Craig complete his five-film run as
James Bond.
Bond must save both the world and
the woman he loves, Madeleine Swann
(Léa Seydoux), from Lyutsifer Safin
(Rami Malek), a villain possessing a dangerous biological weapon. Of course,
the movie gives us fist fights, chases,
and explosions as it winds its way
toward its inevitable conclusion, tugging our heartstrings along the way.
But the film attempts too much and
too little with its 163-minute runtime.
The central conceit is nothing new, and
Safin is a campy bore. Also, Bond and
Swann’s love story never really seems
believable. Craig exhibited more chemistry and fun in his brief scenes with
Ana de Armas, who plays new CIA operative Paloma, but those scenes don’t
have much to do with the larger plot.
The episodic narrative needed streamlining and the film drags before it gets
to the last act. The overstuﬀed extravaganza tries to make the womanizing
Bond more palatable for the #MeToo
era. A higher regard for women would
have been a welcome change, if it
hadn’t felt so tacked on.
Despite its flaws, No Time to Die
(rated PG-13) bids Craig farewell with
thrills and bittersweet emotion. It’s a
satisfying, if messy, end to his run.

by Marty VanDriel

NOSTALGIC TV SHOWS try to paint a picture of simpler times, portraying life as it was in a bygone era. From 1988 to 1993, The Wonder
Years looked back on the late 1960s through the eyes of Kevin Arnold,
a white boy growing up in the suburbs with typical prepubescent
troubles and adventures, in the midst of an America that seemed a
safe yet exciting place.
Thirty years later, a new version of The Wonder Years on ABC
portrays the same era through the experiences of a young black boy
in Montgomery, Ala. Dean Williams (Elisha “EJ” Williams) is an awkward, bespectacled youth with romantic troubles and friendship woes.
His heroic older brother serves in Vietnam, while his older teenage
sister gets in different sorts of trouble than 12-year-old Dean. With two
working parents, a station wagon in the
driveway, and wood paneling everywhere, the Williams family home in the
city seems just as safe and idyllic as the
Arnold’s neighborhood of the earlier
series.
The old version of The Wonder Years
largely avoided politics and issues of
race in favor of the personal stories of
Kevin and his friends. Working in more
Sean Connery (1962-1967,
serious content—which also includes
1971, 1983)
Kevin’s mom’s progressive ideas on sexGeorge Lazenby (1969)
ual norms—the new show loses some of
Roger Moore (1973-1985)
the innocence and humor that made the
Timothy Dalton (1987original so successful. Producers try to
1989)
be funny in other ways, but the new
Pierce Brosnan (1995version of The Wonder Years doesn’t
2002)
quite have the humor of the original—
Daniel Craig (2006-2021)
even if its new premise is promising.

NO TIME TO DIE: NICOLA DOVE/MGM; CONNERY: ASSOCIATED PRESS; THE WONDER YEARS: ABC
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DEADLY
CHILDREN’S GAME

South Korea’s Squid Game tops
Netflix charts with its gruesome critique
of win-at-all-costs attitudes
by Joyce Wu

T

HE SOUTH KOREAN SERIES Squid Game has become Netflix’s
most popular series launch ever, the streaming service
announced on Oct. 13. Since its release in mid-September,
the 9-episode thriller has attracted 111 million viewers worldwide and topped charts in 90 countries, including the
United States.
The wildly popular show revolves around 456 contestants who participate in children’s playground games for
a chance to win more than $38 million to pay off their
crushing debts. The catch: You lose, you die.

24
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Seong Gi-hun (Lee Jung-jae), a middle-aged chauffeur, meets a well-dressed
man in a subway station who invites him
to play a simple game with a cash prize
for each round he wins. Given to gambling, Gi-hun can’t resist. He signs up to
play more games for more money—his
alternative is to keep running from loan
sharks and face losing custody of his
daughter.
Numbered 456, Gi-hun finds himself
with other players wearing the same
green tracksuit on a remote island. Their
game quickly becomes a bloodbath as
masked officials mercilessly gun down
the losers. Horrified, Gi-hun quits as soon
as he can, leaving behind the giant piggy
bank that fills up with prize money—bundles of cash amounting to about $84,000
for each eliminated player.
Yet Gi-hun and others players return
when they realize the world outside the
deadly playground is no less grim. He
reconnects with his childhood friend, a
disgraced investor, and befriends a Pakistani illegal immigrant, a North Korean
defector, and an old man with a brain
tumor. What all the returnees have in
common is their impossible debt. It makes
them desperate enough to play, hoping
to win and turn life around.
Vices of all kinds come into play in
this survival show. It is rated TV-MA for
graphic violence, sex, nudity, and explicit
language. Despite the games that leave
everyone with blood on their hands—
both literally and figuratively—not all
free-fall into depravity. Gi-hun grapples
with his humanity in the relationships he
forges.
While the series insists on the dignity
of humans, it denies its Christian basis
and presents believers as annoying in
their evangelism or hypocritical in their
behavior.
Squid Game shows how humans
become beasts when they seek to advance
or amuse themselves at the expense of
others. It also touches on the very real
problem of growing household debt in
South Korea, which has risen to more
than 100 percent of the country’s GDP,
the highest in Asia. Seeing the imago Dei
in our fellow man can prevent us from
dehumanizing both sides of the class
divide: those with too little money and
those with too much.
YOUNGKYU PARK/NETFLIX
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C .S . LE W IS ON STAGE Max McLean also adapted Lewis’ The Screwtape Letters and The Great Divorce into stage plays.

BOX OFFICE
TOP 10
WEEKEND OF OCT. 15-17, ACCORDING TO
BOX OFFICE MOJO. QUANTITY OF SEXUAL
(S), VIOLENT (V), AND FOUL-LANGUAGE (L)
CONTENT ON A 0-10 SCALE, WITH 10 HIGH,
FROM KIDS-IN-MIND.COM

				

S V L

1 Halloween Kills R. . . . . . . . 5 10 8
2 No Time to Die* PG-13 . . . 4 7 5
3 Venom: Let There
Be Carnage* PG-13. . . . . . . not rated
4 The Addams
Family 2* PG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 1
5 The Last Duel R . . . . . . . . . . 8 8 5
6 Shang-Chi and
the Legend of the
Ten Rings* PG-13. . . . . . . . . . not rated
7 Honsla Rakh not rated . . . . not rated
8 Free Guy* PG-13 . . . . . . . . . . 2 6 5
9 Lamb R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . not rated
10 Most Eligible
Bachelor not rated . . . . . . . . not rated
*REVIEWED BY WORLD

UNEXPECTED
APOLOGIST
Using C.S. Lewis’
own words, The Most
Reluctant Convert
follows the author’s
trek to Christianity
by Sharon Dierberger

TOP 10 FOCUS
Tom Hardy’s performance as
Eddie/Venom is the best thing
about the Venom: Let There
Be Carnage. He has nuance
and emotion, and Venom is
darkly funny. The relationship
between host and symbiote
is strangely relatable: Who
doesn’t have stories about
that bad roommate? —from
WORLD’s review

FOR ONE NIGHT ONLY on Nov. 3, theaters
nationwide will screen The Most Reluctant Convert: The Untold Story of C.S.
Lewis adapted from the original stage
play by Max McLean. The film gives an
absorbing glimpse into the faith journey
of one of the 20th century’s most influential authors.
Lewis, an avowed atheist from age 14,
explained his trek to Christianity in his
many writings. But thanks to this film’s
concise script, the influences and turning
points in his life emerge in about 70
entertaining minutes, showing how he
ultimately rejected godless philosophies
and dedicated his life and works to Christ.
Three different actors ably portray
Lewis as a boy (Eddie Ray Martin), a

VENOM: CTMG, INC.; THE MOST RELUCTANT CONVERT:
FELLOWSHIP FOR PERFORMING ARTS, 1A PRODUCTIONS, TRAFALGAR RELEASING
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young man (Nicholas Ralph), and older
man (McLean). An opening scene shows
the makeup crew prepping McLean, who
also played Lewis in his one-man show
the film is based on. He looks down,
pauses, then gazes up into the camera,
transformed into Lewis’ persona. The
story begins, taking viewers to the places
Lewis frequented in England—replete
with steam engine trains and smoky pubs.
The older Lewis walks us through his
story, sometimes mere steps behind the
younger Lewis dramatizing the same
scene. He narrates mostly from Lewis’
own beautifully written words. The long
soliloquies are worth listening to closely,
yet may be hard for children to grasp.
Lewis describes a happy childhood
until his mom’s death from cancer—
despite his fervent prayers—when he was
a young teen. This, and the drastic change
in his father afterward, influenced his
break from his Christian upbringing. He
took his first communion unbelieving,
“eating and drinking my own condemnation.”
The young man Lewis, played by
Ralph (best known for his role in the PBS
series All Creatures Great and Small)
heads to Surrey for rigorous teaching
from an atheist tutor. Lewis plunges into
classical, mostly secular works, and veers
into materialism and even the occult. But
one day, while rummaging in a bookstore,
he discovers a fantasy novel by Christian
writer George MacDonald that resets his
moral compass: “My imagination was
baptized. The rest of me took a little
longer.”
Viewers learn how God used Lewis’
unrelenting pursuit of truth and numerous circumstances to slowly draw him. It
covers how Lewis sustained a critical
injury in World War I and later befriended
Christians at Oxford University, including
J.R.R. Tolkien, who challenged his thinking. He had to decide if Jesus was a liar,
lunatic, or Lord.
After his conversion, Lewis said,
“That walk marked the end of one journey and the beginning of another.” That
beginning inspired a remarkable new life
for Lewis, profiting us all.
November 6, 2021
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Books

Thinking
about
thinking

Five recent treadmill books
by Marvin Olasky

ROBERT MCKENZIE’S We the Fallen People

(IVP, 2021) steps away from the question
of whether America’s Founders were
Christian and asks, Did
they have a Biblebased view of human
nature? He says yes:
They knew their fellow
citizens, like all
humans, were made in
God’s image but corrupted by original sin.
Constitutional Convention delegate
Oliver Ellsworth rightly observed, “Perfection is not the lot of human institutions. That which has the … fewest faults
is the best we can expect.” Politicians
should not claim perfection in themselves
or voters.
Founders who understood original
sin bequeathed to us a system of checks
and balances that we have twisted. A
Supreme Court lacking in humility has
poisoned our politics. Blowhards dominate Congress. We see daily proof of what
concerned James Madison: “Wherever
there is an interest and power to do
wrong, wrong will generally be done.”
Meanwhile, journalism has become
part of the problem, as Batya Ungar-Sargon argues in Bad News: How Woke
Media Is Undermining Democracy
(Encounter, 2021). Her
historical account
includes errors, but
she’s right that big
media today profit by
anger. She describes
The New York Times’
Project Feels, which allows advertisers to
26
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“target ads to specific articles we predict
will evoke particular emotions in our
readers,” and shows how the newspaper’s
business needs—cater to a liberal readership—influence editorial judgment.
Woke is an over-used and superficial
slam word, but Owen Strachan’s Christianity and Wokeness (Salem, 2021) is
better than the title. He criticizes
demands that all whites acknowledge
personal guilt and points out ironies in
marching orders like
this: “Show interest in
multiculturalism but
do not socially appropriate.” In The Hidden
History of Coined
Words (Oxford University Press, 2021), Ralph
Keyes shows that blog,
scientist, and serendipity were all joking
inventions, and “bad hair day” may have
come from Jane Pauley’s Today Show.
We desperately need more teaching
in logic, so I welcomed
a book by two University of Wisconsin-Madison professors titled
When Bad Thinking
Happens to Good People (Princeton, 2021).
Sadly, Steven Nadler
and Lawrence Shapiro
offer lumping statements like, “People
who reject climate change or who decline
to vaccinate their children or who deny
evolution by natural selection are not
thinking well.”
Those are three
different things. We
can test the present
and check recent
records: Vaccination
makes sense. That’s
different from pretending to know the
future: Yes, temperatures are warmer
now than they were in the 20th century,
but why assume that most change is manmade and that we know what temperatures will be like a century from now?
Pretending to know the distant past is
also sub-logical: Yes, we have proof of
microevolution, but that’s different from
scientifically unprovable speculation
about how life began and whether macro-transformations occurred.

Bookmarks

Collin Hansen and Sarah
Zylstra’s Gospelbound
(Multnomah, 2021) tells stories of effective compassion:
They profile Christians “giving away their freedom,
embracing the future, and
setting another seat at the
table,” thus “demonstrating
the fruit of faith as they
explicitly invite others to
believe in Jesus.” Ken Starr’s
Religious Liberty in Crisis
(Encounter, 2021) provides a
useful primer on our current
tendency to shrink the First
Amendment. Harry Lee Poe’s
The Making of C.S. Lewis
(Crossway, 2021) looks at
Lewis’ radical conversion to
Christianity and his friendships with J.R.R. Tolkien.
Germany in the 1930s
and 1940s shows us what
happens when churchgoers
accept racial discrimination.
Saul Friedlander documents
the results in Nazi Germany
and the Jews (Harper, 1997
and 2007, two volumes), and
concludes the survivors
could never leave behind
Hitler’s reign: “Recurrently, it
pulled them back into overwhelming terror.” Professor
Jan Eeckhout’s The Profit
Paradox (Princeton, 2021)
criticizes big corporate
power and makes a case for
antitrust action. —M.O.
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On the library shelf
Four classic fiction reviews
by Emily Whitten

isn’t a gay diatribe. Rather, the gothic tale
opens as English dandy Dorian Gray rashly
“prays” to swap places with his portrait.
Soon, Gray’s sins (including murder) mar
the painting, while Gray himself remains
young and uncorrupted. As usual, Wilde
sparkles as a master of witty one-liners and
seriously wrestles with themes of sin and
conscience. Yet he also writes in the preface,
“There is no such thing as a moral or immoral
book,” undermining the novel’s impact. Professor Carl Trueman helpfully connects
Wilde’s philosophy to today’s sexual revolution in his free Makers of the Modern Revolution YouTube series.
THE ODYSSEY by Homer

Along with The Iliad, Homer’s The Odyssey
forms the fountainhead of much of Western
culture, showcasing ancient ideals like courage and cunning. In the epic poem’s opening
scenes, Athena prompts Odysseus’ son to
begin a journey to find his father, while Odysseus’ wife faithfully rejects suitors at home.
All this sets the stage for the main storyline,
as Trojan war hero Odysseus escapes the
goddess Calypso and sets out for his home
in Ithaca. Odysseus’ voyage includes conflict
with one-eyed giants, cruel men, and self-indulgent deities, which reveal both Odysseus’
flaws and those of Greek culture (i.e., adultery and idolatry). Yet Christians can find
much to admire in Homer’s storytelling,
aware that every virtue points to the true
warrior-hero, Jesus.
THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD

by John le Carré

ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY FINN by Mark Twain

Twain, born Samuel L. Clemens, grew up in Hannibal, Mo. As a novelist, he drew on his boyhood near the Mississippi River, painting
humorous and poignant scenes of 19th-century river life. In this 1884
novel, protagonist Huck Finn escapes from his cruel father on a raft
with Jim, a runaway slave. Twain powerfully argues for the full humanity of Jim and other slaves. He also pioneered the use of realistic dialogue in his novels, giving them lasting significance. However, his
inclusion of the N-word more than 200 times (common during his
day) may offend modern readers. To explore Twain’s moral insights
and allusions to The Odyssey, see Hillsdale College’s free online course
about Mark Twain.
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY by Oscar Wilde

After spending 18 months in prison for homosexual acts, Oscar Wilde’s
early death made him perhaps the first gay icon. Yet his only novel

This 1963 breakout novel by John le Carré
draws on his firsthand experience in British
intelligence. He invented many of the genre’s
most definitive terms, such as “mole” and
“the Circus.” However, le Carré stands out
most for evocative prose, near-perfect plotting, the moral equivalency of his Soviet and
Western spies, and betrayal as a recurring
theme. In this book, bureau chief Alec Leamas loses a man at a Berlin checkpoint, which
leads him on a dangerous mission of revenge.
An illicit romance complicates his position,
even as it points—however dimly—toward
something higher than the seeming futility
of his work. Named in Time magazine’s 2005
list of the 100 best novels, the book remains
a morally imperfect but well-told spy tale.
November 6, 2021
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Children’s Books

Afterword

Books for bedtime
Four new picture book releases
by World Journalism Institute students

TIME FOR BED, OLD HOUSE by Janet Costa Bates

Isaac is nervous about sleeping overnight at Grandpop’s house,
but Grandpop puts him at ease by showing him how to “put
the house to bed.” He guides Isaac through the house, turning
off lights and closing curtains. When Isaac startles at creaking
sounds, Grandpop tells him, “This old house makes sleepy
sounds, just like you.” The book, full of rich watercolors, is a
tender portrayal of a grandparent and grandchild relationship.
Parents and grandparents may want to borrow from it when a child is nervous about
staying the night in unfamiliar places. (Ages 3-7) —Rachel McClamroch
THE BARN by Leah H. Rogers

“I am a barn,” this book begins. “I was built by many hands.”
Watercolor and gouache illustrations depict a day in the life of
a barn and its inhabitants. The repeated refrain, “I am a barn,”
precedes specific descriptions: “swallows softly fly up to my
deep, dark rafters,” “calves are tired now, and I can feel them
fold into the straw.” With rhythmic prose, The Barn conveys
the passing of time and introduces young readers to the valuable
idea of rootedness. (Ages 2-7) —Anna Timmis
WINTER LULLABY by Dianne White

A mother bear guides her cub through the winter forest. Small
Bear hesitates to hibernate, but Mama Bear explains the importance of rest. The illustrations of brown bears, snow-laden trees,
and straw bedding pop off the page with texture, complementing the text. Through the rhyming couplets and sensory detail,
Winter Lullaby portrays the inherent design within nature and
affirms the bond between mother and child. It’s a book to prepare
children for bed, but it’s also a guide to enjoying rest while reflecting upon past or
future adventures. (Ages 4-8) —Zac VanderLey
WALRUS SONG by Janet Lawler

With rhyming text, Lawler provides an engaging and educational
peek into the life of a walrus: “Digging, wiggling, whiskers jiggling, Walrus, sea beast, wants a clam feast.” Timothy Basil Ering’s
charcoal and acrylic illustrations show the walrus in all his
blubbery, tusked, and mustached glory. The walrus makes his
way across the ice: “Waddle. Walk. Slap! Slap! Walrus lumbers.
Flippers flap.” They fight: “Walrus fight, blubbered might, clashing, crashing, tusks a-bashing.” The back of the book helpfully explains uncommon
words and provides interesting walrus facts. (Ages 5-8) —Jonathan Harbour
28
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Into the Forest (Bloomsbury,
2020) by Christiane Dorion
is a large format, illustrated
book about forests. The
author weaves scientific
explanations into a tapestry
of forest scenes. Monkeys,
birds, and chipmunks eat,
sleep, and play in vibrant
pastel illustrations. Bright
pictures will appeal to
younger children, and more
advanced readers can tackle
the longer paragraphs and
challenging words. —Neva
Piombino

Rachel Ignotofsky’s
What’s Inside a Flower? And
Other Questions About
Science & Nature (Crown
Books, 2021) is a gorgeous
book about flowers—where
they grow, what they look
like, and why they bloom on
plants.
In Masters of Disguise:
Camouflaging Creatures &
Magnificent Mimics
(Candlewick Studio, 2021),
Marc Martin uses watercolor,
pencil, and digital collage to
create vibrant two-page
spreads that hide the animals he writes about. The
book is informative and fun
for children looking for the
hidden polar bears, owls,
sloths, and other creatures
concealed in different landscapes. —Susan Olasky
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CAMPAIGNING 101

Strategies that can take a candidate from
campaign trail to political office

MARVIN
OLASKY
INTERVIEWS
M AT T
BROWNFIELD
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WITH A YEAR TO GO UNTIL 2022 ELECTIONS, it seemed fitting to talk
with Austin political consultant Matt Brownfield. A graduate of Patrick
Henry College, Brownfield started offering advice in 2009 and then
merged his firm into Murphy Nasica & Associates. In this edited and
tightened interview, Brownfield looks at the ABCs of campaigning.

When surveys of the general public ask folks whether they trust journalists, the positive response is usually in the single digits. What about
campaign consultants? Many people probably have either too skulky

ILLUSTRATION BY TOM NEWSOM

10/14/21 10:33 AM

a view—that we’re all conniving in some
way—or too glamorous a view of the job.


questions: Why do you want to do this?
How will this affect your family and business? What are your immediate roadblocks? By that I mean: Are you running
where you have a big partisan disadvantage? Against a popular incumbent of
your own party? 

How many candidates ask, “What do I
have to believe to get elected?” Most of

the candidates we’ve worked with have
at least one issue they’re passionate
about. We help them convey the depth
of knowledge they have about that topic.
One candidate we worked with was
strongly pro-life. We helped him communicate that passion but ratchet down the
level of intensity so people wouldn’t find
it disconcerting. 
What else do candidates need to learn?

When you’re running for office, you have
to engage with many topics you may not
know anything about. People bring issues
to you, and the education happens as you
go. We’ve worked with a lot of people who
are business owners and want to run for
office. They know a lot about their business, but what about public education or
school finance reform or oil and gas policy or water rights? We help candidates
think through what their principles are
and how to apply them in this set of circumstances. 

What’s the fourth? If it’s not their own

VOTE RS N E E D TO
TH I N K YO U ’RE
H O N E ST, LI K AB LE ,
AN D S HARE TH E I R
VALU E S . AN Y G O O D
M E S SAG I N G
CAM PAI G N AB O UT
A CAN D I DATE
FO C U S E S O N TH O S E
TH RE E TH I N G S .

How do you connect the candidate with
a platform? One of our candidates has

been pushing for vocational education.
This makes sense to voters: He’s a person
who never went to college, has been very
successful, and runs a business that
requires a lot of folks to use skilled labor.
People realize this guy would know something about that. We worked for a candidate who was an active police officer here
in Austin, which has had lots of discussion
about defunding the police. He could
speak with credibility about the defunding’s impact.
What do candidates need to communicate? Voters need to think you’re honest,

likable, and share their values. Any good
messaging campaign about a candidate
focuses on those three things. You need
at least one or two. 
How important is the particular makeup
of a district? Some candidates enter races

thinking they can break through enormous partisan disadvantages if they have
the right message. Early on in my career

money, how will they raise it? I have not
met a candidate excellent at fundraising
from the beginning. I don’t know that I’d
trust a candidate who immediately knew
how to raise money. Many candidates
really struggle asking. It’s the reverse
Christmas card list. You write out names
of all your friends and think about who
will give you money. 
What’s the order of priorities in starting
a campaign? Good candidates come first.

Does a person have a compelling reason
to run, and a story or background with
which voters will identify? We like working with people who have done a lot in
education. That matters to a ton of voters
and gives immediate credibility. Funding
comes second. One Texas candidate spent
$8 million of her own money and still
lost. The more money she spent, the more
voters realized how unserious she was.
She probably would have lost by less if
she had spent $1 million. We did not work
for her. 
How outgoing does a candidate have to
be? You have to be willing to put yourself

I stopped spending a ton of time working
for those candidates, not because they
aren’t doing something noble, but because
I really can’t help them. We’re not going
to change that much in a district.
How often have you told rich candidates,
“You’ll be wasting your money”? Several

times recently. You look at the candidate,
the district they’re trying to run in, the
set of circumstances, and the challenges.
We always ask candidates to answer four

out there. We were once mystified by a
candidate who didn’t do well. At the end
of the campaign his brother told us the
candidate was agoraphobic. He wanted
to run, but he had a tough time being
around people. Most politicians are extroverts. Campaigns do not reward people
who need a lot of time to sit alone and
think. Introverts, be ready to be tired all
the time. 
Have a story about extrovert success? In

a swing district for a seat in the Texas
House of Representatives, the candidate
we ran was a fascinating, disciplined person who had run more than 60 Iron Man
challenges. He had also run for office and
lost seven times. This time, he decided to
do things differently. He committed to
knock on doors and talk to voters
November 6, 2021
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conscience, it can seem like an unfair
fight because you’re attacked and are
unwilling to respond in kind. You have
to continue fighting.

directly. He ended up knocking on 18,000
doors and winning 59 percent of the vote
in the runoff. 

What movies and TV shows have gotten
your job right? The show Veep represents

Local campaigns bring lots of direct mail,
which we mostly throw away. Bad investment? Direct mail still works in cam-

paigns, especially with younger people.
Younger people don’t get a lot of mail.
Their bills are online. They don’t write
letters. Millennials and other digital
natives tend to read mail and ignore
online ads. Older voters have a harder
time engaging in digital content in a way
that allows them to ignore the advertising.
It’s the reverse of what you would think.

In what ways have social media replaced
reporters? Many rural communities have

either lost their daily newspaper or seen
it become a weekly. Facebook is the newspaper. Any good campaign will try to use
social media to advertise and promote
content. So social media becomes a political communications apparatus. A newspaper photographer used to show up at
the event or debate. Now forums often
don’t have any members of the press
attending. The campaign records the
forum, takes pictures, and posts online.
A staff member writes a summary: Create
your own press!

I F YO U RU N ,
YO U N E E D TO B E
C O M M IT TE D TO
WI N N I N G. IT’S N OT
S O M E TH I N G YO U
D O TO B RI N G
AWARE N E S S TO
AN I S S U E .

well what it’s like to work in politics on a
daily basis. Day-to-day politics is about
solving small, short-term problems that
are serious but not world-changing. An
old movie, The Candidate, accurately
depicts the betrayal of political operatives.
[Warning: Veep is rated TV-MA for strong
language.]
Many millennials grew up with The West
Wing and got their sense of politics from
that. I watched and enjoyed it. It’s an ide-

alized portrayal of politics, and witty but
not very funny. Veep has realistic comedy.
There’s some absurdity in what we do:
You need a sense of humor to survive.
Very few people involved in politics are
boring if they’ve been successful. If they’re
good candidates, they’ve done some interesting things in their lives already.

Should Christians who want to hold onto
their principles get politically involved?

Yes, this is a space where we should go
in and engage fully. It’s good to want to
represent your neighbors and to want to
do good. 

William Tecumseh Sherman compared
war to hell. Some say the same about campaigning. If you run, you need to be com-

mitted to winning. It’s not something you
do to bring awareness to an issue. It’s not
something you do because you’re bored
or you think it might be fun. You run to
be in a position to make the decisions and
make the law. It’s one of the toughest
things a person can do. That’s why we
like working with military people. Running for office isn’t the most stressful
thing they’ve had to do. 

Cartoon

How much do the ends justify the means?

Our current political environment
encourages candidates to dehumanize
their opponents. You’re encouraged to
win at all costs and never evaluate the
means. If you’ve managed to retain your
32
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BE PASSIONATE. BE PREPARED.

BE TRANSFORMED.

You’re passionate about the gifts God has given you. You’re looking for
a college that will allow you to pursue and hone your talents. You want a
place that will prepare you for the life to which God has called you. You’ll
find it at Union University, where we equip students who don’t want to
sacrifice academic quality or Christian community.
At Union University, be transformed.
BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY AT

uu.edu

BE TRANSFORMED
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“Light” music lives again
Four albums pay homage to a genre
that still lifts spirits today
by Arsenio Orteza

Addinsell

B

ACK IN THE DAYS when music played a more dramatic role
on stage, screen, and television than it does today, the melodic
orchestral compositions that set the tone and signaled a
director’s intentions became known as “light music.” In two
new releases and two new reissues, this tradition lives on.
Richard Addinsell (1904-1977) is best known for his
Warsaw Concerto (from the film Dangerous Moonlight),
the omission of which from Naxos’ British Light Music:
Richard Addinsell (originally released
in 1994) is the album’s only flaw. Opening with the rhapsodic theme from
Goodbye, Mr. Chips and concluding
with the equally rhapsodic theme from
Ralph Thomas’ A Tale of Two Cities,
the program climaxes with The Smokey
Mountains, a concerto displaying the full range of Addinsell’s musical imagination.

The Slovak Radio Symphony ’neath the
baton of Ernest Tomlinson performs a similar service for the music of Ronald Binge
(1910-1979). Of the 17 selections on British
Light Music: Ronald Binge (likewise previously released in 1994), only the gamboling
“Miss Melanie,” the bucolic “The Watermill,”
the breezy “Sailing By,” the high-stepping
“High Stepper,” the
exercise in tonal dynamics control “String
Song,” and the bolero
“Madrugado” ended up
as TV or radio themes.
The “cascading” effects
on display in the shimmering “The Dance of
the Snowflakes,” however, became the trademark of Binge’s associate Mantovani, whose
music in the 1950s was practically ubiquitous.
On the new-recordings front, Tom Poster
and Elena Urioste’s The Jukebox Album
(Orchid Classics) and Charles Denler and the
City of Prague Philharmonic Orchestra’s Portraits in Season Live
(CD Baby) honor and
perpetuate the spirit of
light music.
During the initial
months of the 2020 lockdown, Poster (piano)
and Urioste (violin) attempted to lift YouTube followers’ spirits by uploading one
simple, gloom-dispelling video per day.
For The Jukebox Album, they’ve rerecorded 15 of their 88 performances—a blend
of show tunes, sentimental favorites, early
20th-century French
compositions, and new
commissions.
The clearest difference between pianist
Denler’s equally palliative Portraits in Season
Live and his 2015 “virtual orchestra” version
is that the recorderlike sound weaving its
way through the pastoral (and characteristically lovely) “Woodland Flowers of June”
has become that of a piccolo.
That distinction aside, what recommends
the new version is the fullness that a real
orchestra can bring to music that in its bold,
bright simplicity is a soundtrack in search
of a film if ever there was one.

ON THE R ADIO The BBC’s Light Programme (1945-67) helped popularize light music in the United Kingdom.
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Shades of
America

Noteworthy new or
recent releases
by Arsenio Orteza

NATIVE SONS by Los Lobos

As they’ve demonstrated more than once,
Los Lobos knows how to refurbish an
oldie. And although several of these
L.A.-centric favorites weren’t oldies or
even written when David Hidalgo and
Louis Perez first got the band together
(Jackson Browne’s
“Jamaica Say You
Will,” the Beach
Boys’ “Sail On,
Sailor,” War’s “The
World Is a Ghetto,”
the Blasters’ “Flat
Top Joint”), they’re oldies now. They’re
also ringers compared to the songs with
direct connections to L.A.’s Mexican
American community. The duo Don and
Dewey wrote “Farmer John” and recorded
it first, but it was the Premiers (two Perez
brothers, a Delgado, and a Zuniga) who
took it into the Top 20. And the Jaguars’
dreamy “Where Lovers Go” could revive
the slow-dance craze.
THE ULTRA VIVID LAMENT

by Manic Street Preachers

No sooner had ABBA announced the
forthcoming release of its first new album
in 40 years than these Welsh rockers
embraced them as an influence. “Like the
Clash playing ABBA” is how James Dean
Bradfield describes what he and his fellow
Manic Street Preachers had in mind this
time around, and,
indeed, it’s easy to
imagine these songs
rerecorded by
Agnetha, Björn,
Benny, and Frida. Critics might even
award the results full marks, singling out

“Don’t Let the Night Divide Us” for special
praise. Clash fans will lament the absence
of anything punky or socialistic. Clash
fans who believe, understandably, that
“we live in Orwellian times” will love
“Orwellian.”

Encore

WELCOME 2 AMERICA by Prince

There are too many loose ends for this
“first full previously unreleased studio
album of Prince material to be released
posthumously” to
qualify as a lost classic. But, an embarrassingly intimate
song aside, it does
shed light on Prince’s
maturing spiritual
and prophetic instincts circa 2010. In the
title track alone he predicts being “distracted by the features of the iPhone” as
well as his country’s dual transition from
the United States of America to the
“United States of the Universe” and from
the home of the brave to the “home of
the slave.” And how about this rhyme
from “Same Page, Different Book”?
“Galatians chapter three says / The Law
was as good as dead. / Have faith in the
life / Death, and resurrection / Of the
Second Adam instead.”
LIVE AT ALICE TULLY HALL: JANUARY
27, 1973, 2ND SHOW by Lou Reed

This first officially released (and official-sounding) recording of a show from
Reed’s ’72-’73 tour
with the Tots is also,
with the exception of
Scottie Clark’s busy
drumming, the most
Velvet Underground–
sounding of his solo
live discography. The guitarists Vinnie
Laporta and Eddie Reynolds seem to have
made a particularly close study of Sterling Morrison and Doug Yule, while Reed,
buoyed by his first bona fide hit, sounds
happy. Unlike his fellow makeup-wearing,
fingernail-painting glam-era contemporaries, however, he meant business when
he sang about drugs and deviant sex, a
sad reality that it was easier to overlook
when he was drenching “Sister Ray” in
distortion.

Lou Reed dedicated
“European Son” to the writer
Delmore Schwartz, but his
muse at the time he wrote
the material included on the
new tribute albums I’ll Be
Your Mirror: A Tribute to
The Velvet Underground &
Nico and What Goes On:
The Songs of Lou Reed was
Andy Warhol. Given that
fact, it’s surprising that decadence doesn’t play a bigger
role than it does. Equally
surprising after all these
years: Some of these songs
are as pretty and as lyrical as
rock ’n’ roll ever got.
Although “Sunday
Morning,” “I’ll Be Your
Mirror,” and “All Tomorrow’s
Parties” appear on both I’ll
Be Your Mirror and What
Goes On, “Jesus” and
“Perfect Day” appear only on
the latter, giving it a competitive edge. Sealing the deal:
the Delmonas’ performance
of the pre-Velvet’s “Why
Don’t You Smile Now.” The
only problem is the poem
“We Are the People,” and not
just because Iggy Pop recites
it like holy writ. Call it “Howl”
lite, and wonder whether a
no-name could’ve ever
sneaked it past an editor.
—A.O.
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Mindy Belz

WO RLD O F B E AUT Y AN D O F
N E E D B E YO N D U. S. S H O RE S.
TH E RE TH E G O S PE L I S
HAVI N G IT S WAY.

Season finale

Saying farewell to summer
flowering, looking to
fruitful dormancy

I

N PREVIOUS YEARS I’ve written an annual column
about my garden and what it’s teaching me about
life in the great wide world. Here in late autumn
we see visible decline that began at summer’s
peak. The sun reaches maximum height with
June’s solstice and the next instant, well before
July 4th, the days begin to shorten. I may be just
warming to long summer days, but in my garden
the plants know. Outwardly in full flower, they in their
wood and leafy fibers move imperceptibly toward dormancy. They remind us that seasons—for us all—do end.
And so it is for me at WORLD. I have had an extended
season of fruit and flower, writing for the magazine in
its earliest days, contributing in various ways into motherhood, and continuing long after my children grew up,
headed to college, and embarked on their own adult
lives. From a mother of one in the womb when WORLD
began to four children, I am now a grandmother of
three.
Few get to claim such longevity, especially when it
comes in a turbulent profession wracked with upheaval
from technology, politics, and wars. I began writing for
WORLD on a DOS system, my story drafts sent by fax
or landline modem.
Events of recent days and even the past year and a
half began to reveal my time at WORLD coming to an
end. In the pandemic’s early days, I felt the light waning,
that my inability to carry out planned travel to places
like Syria and Sudan was prompting me to examine my
stems and leaves, to think about closing one chapter to
begin another.
What a fraught year of examination it has been. For
those who have read my work, it’s no surprise that my
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framework is at times at odds with conservatism and
liberalism, with the strife and stridency that’s befallen
American evangelicalism, and with some directions
World News Group is charting.
I have my own stridency for sure, and my own blind
spots. But I also see a richly tapestried world of beauty
and of need beyond U.S. shores. There the gospel is
having its way in beleaguered hearts, and Christianity
is on the rise—in the way it uniquely does rise, not as a
conquering battle-master but as a suffering servant,
reviving the faint and giving hope to the weary.
To report on that work in our recent 9/11 anniversary
issue, to see the church testifying to it in Beirut following last year’s massive port explosion, and to cover
rescues of Afghans from the Taliban—these all have
been my privilege in a difficult season where friendships
and comfortable rhythms fray in pandemic America.
I am completing projects already underway for
WORLD and beginning what I hope will be a fruitful
dormancy. Those of you who read Globe Trot may find
it in your inbox again when it relaunches on Substack.
And you can connect with me via my author website
(mindybelz.com) or via social media. I hope again to
step into the world’s fray—but in new ways that may
include another book, a fresh lens on world events, and
an occasional look at what I’m learning domestically
and from the garden.
Standing at the precipice of danger time and again
has come with able support from WORLD editors over
the years. I am grateful to my brother-in-law Joel Belz
for taking a chance on a cub writer in those early days,
to Marvin Olasky for sharpening, and to Michael Reneau
in these latter days. I cannot say enough about my
reporter colleagues, the ablest compatriots. Jamie Dean
epitomizes their courage, integrity, and steadiness. For
17 years since she joined our staff with me as her editor,
she’s been a rock when other things gave way. When a
bomb went off nearby, she was the person I wanted on
the phone while fishing glass shards from my pocket.
The fuel to carry on through these decades isn’t found
in viewpoint journalism left or right. It’s found in promises of hope beyond our circumstances. In the words
sung by the Porter’s Gate: “Every weapon made for war
/ Every gun and every sword / Will be melted in the flame
/ To be used for gardening.”
EMAIL mbelz@wng.org TWITTER @MindyBelz
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CASE
CLOSED
BUT NOT
SOLVED

A spike in murders means more witnesses
face intimidation and retaliation
by Emily Belz in Baltimore
photos by Genesis

at Merrill Lynch in Baltimore
and was describing the shooting of her 22-year-old son as a bubbly waitress came
by: “Everything OK over here?” ¶ Dent’s last few years have not been OK. Her
son Malcolm Webb survived being shot in the stomach in 2015, in what his mom
said was a dispute over $50. He knew who did it. When Baltimore City police
detectives visited him in the hospital after surgery, Webb gave them the suspect’s
name, his mom said. But as he grew less groggy he grew more afraid. He didn’t
want to testify in the case. His mom didn’t understand why. ¶ Webb went home
to be on bed rest, and Dent took off work to care for him with a nurse’s help. A
court subpoenaed him to testify in the shooting, and police picked him up the
MONIQUE DENT HAD JUST GOTTEN OFF HER JOB

Monique
Dent lost
her son
Malcolm
to murder.
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weekend before he testified to make sure he would appear, according
to his mom. Under Maryland law and in many other states, courts can
order the arrests of material witnesses so they appear in court. His
mom said his cellmate beat him viciously in central booking, then
officials moved him to protective custody.
Dent learned the man suspected of shooting her son was a gang
member with a violent record. Webb was his high-school valedictorian
and had no criminal record. After testifying before a grand jury, Webb
saw threats pouring in on his Instagram account. People threatened
Webb’s friends, Dent said, telling him not to testify for the upcoming
criminal trial. Her son insisted he wasn’t a “rat.”
“In this city, a snitch or a rat is the dirtiest thing on this earth, so
if you tell on somebody it makes you less than a man,” Dent said. “I
just don’t understand it.”
But she began to understand Webb was in danger.
He avoided talking to his mom about the case. He refused to move
away even though he was anxious about the threats. He stayed inside
the house and watched the same movie, John Wick, over and over. He
quit getting haircuts.
Meanwhile Dent wondered if prosecutors or police would check
in on them. Was anybody supposed to call me? Am I supposed to call
somebody? Dent never heard from the witness services arm of the
Baltimore state’s attorney’s office, but since her son was an adult, they
may have contacted him without her knowing. Prosecutors and police
can’t do much to protect witnesses, but they can offer temporary
relocation.
On Dec. 15, 2016, one month before Webb was to testify in the
attempted murder case, someone shot and killed him. With the witness
gone, the attempted murder case appears to have been dismissed—

ever since. The clearance rate has bounced
between 30 and 50 percent.
Witness intimidation has been a longstanding problem, but the homicide spike
means more witnesses are in the crosshairs. Like Dent, families of victims and
witnesses are desperate for the cycle to
change so their loved ones aren’t simply
another piece of police data.
“Y’all used somebody that’s weak.
Somebody that’s never been in the system,” Dent said to prosecutors in her son’s
case. “So what do we do now? Just look
over our heads every time we leave the
house, lock our doors, and pray to God
we leave out of here safely?”
NATIONALLY, POLICE MAY have had a
hard time solving murders for many reasons. Homicides increased as departments
lost staff to retirement, resignations, or
COVID-19 sick leave. Detectives have more
cases than ever, often with less community
cooperation after souring relations following police reform protests last year. Some
law enforcement officials said people wearing masks also made it harder to solve
crimes, and in the pandemic fewer people
might have been out to witness crimes.

AFTER TESTIFYING, WEBB SAW THREATS POURING IN ON HIS INS
records of dismissed cases are expunged—and police arrested the
suspect on separate gun charges a few months later. After her son’s
death, Dent heard from the state’s attorney’s office for the first time:
to offer grief counseling.
Dent told prosecutors she needed “some explanations for why my
son is not here.” From what the “streets were telling me,” the man who
targeted Webb was in a gang, which prosecutors knew but still didn’t
protect Webb. The state’s attorney’s office did not return a request for
comment on the case.
New FBI data showed 2020 had the largest national percentage
increase in homicides on record. Meanwhile the homicide clearance
rate, showing when an arrest or resolution is made in a case, dropped
in major cities. In Baltimore the homicide rate has been high, but the
clearance rate has remained low for years. In 2015, when Freddie Gray
died in police custody, Baltimore’s homicides jumped 62 percent, to 342
deaths, and the city has experienced more than 300 homicides a year
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New York City’s homicide clearance
rate went down 24 percent last year. New
York Police Department Chief of Detectives Rodney Harrison told The New York
Times that was in part because witnesses
were afraid to testify after a 2019 law
change forced prosecutors to give evidence to the defense earlier.
The Baltimore Police Department
must work harder to get testimony than
it used to. A 2017 federal consent decree
puts more limitations on how detectives
do interviews or bring people in for questioning. Plus, people in crime-heavy communities have a deep distrust of the police
after the Gun Trace Task Force corruption cases that involved eight police officers robbing and extorting residents for
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years. That corruption came up in every
conversation I had with community members in those neighborhoods.
While victims’ families distrust police
generally, they usually spoke positively
of homicide detectives working their
cases. Law enforcement in Baltimore is
trying to protect witnesses like Webb who
receive threats on social media, a frustratingly efficient tool to silence witnesses. Community members said that
anyone—not just gang members—can
intimidate someone on social media.
In Baltimore, the FBI recently filed
charges in several cases where Instagram
users targeted witnesses, extorted them,
and posted their personal information.
The Baltimore Sun noted that most of the
information people used to find and tar-

get witnesses appeared to have come from court documents—so either
via the defense attorneys or, less likely, a public records request.
In March, the Baltimore City state’s attorney charged the mom of
a homicide defendant with witness intimidation. According to prosecutors, she had met with her son’s attorney and made copies of some
of the evidence (which prosecutors must turn over to the defense),
including a video of a co-defendant doing an interview with detectives.
They said she posted the video on her son’s Instagram account. She
was convicted of one charge in September.
THE REV. RODNEY HUDSON, a longtime pastor of Ames Memorial
United Methodist in Sandtown as well as another Baltimore church,
Metropolitan, tells his parishioners that if they witness a crime, they
have a moral obligation to report it. But he reminds them to be careful—they can’t testify if they’re dead.
People in his Sandtown church have been threatened on Instagram.
If they can’t testify, he suggests calling the police’s anonymous tip
line and only telling detectives—no one else—that they witnessed a crime.
A witness for an FBI case once asked Hudson’s permission to meet
with plainclothes agents at the church, a neutral site that drew less
attention. That worked, and police say that kind of arrangement is not
unusual.
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Hudson once reported to police a man beating his girlfriend. She
didn’t want to report the crime, but a camera recorded it: “I would not
be able in good conscience to sleep at night if this young lady turned
up dead the next morning, and I saw it, and did nothing.” But he knew
his name would show up in court documents, so “you take a big risk.”
Hudson has seen court documents identifying witnesses taped in
areas of public housing where people were murdered. Certain cases
put fear in a community for years. In a famous 2002 case Hudson
referenced, an East Baltimore mother named Angela Dawson had
reported drug dealing and assaults around her home. An angry drug
dealer firebombed her home, killing her, her husband, and five children.
Before the attack, the family declined prosecutors’ offer to relocate.
“The truth is, cops can’t do that much if someone is out to get you,”
said Peter Moskos, a former Baltimore City police officer who is now
a professor at John Jay College of Criminal Justice. That firebombing
happened in the area where Moskos worked as a police officer, though
he had left two months prior. “The fear factor … it doesn’t take that
many times to get people to stop talking.”
State’s attorneys and police departments have some limited tools
to help witnesses stay safe. They have funds for temporary relocation,
but that usually means a few weeks at an out-of-state hotel. Local
departments don’t have the funds for a witness protection program
like the feds.
Moskos argues that less pretrial detention for suspects also deters
witnesses from talking to police.
“It’s one thing to talk to cops if there is someone on your block, and
he gets arrested and you don’t see him for a while,” said Moskos. “But
if he gets arrested and you see him back that night, that’s a different
ballgame.”
THE SAME YEAR AS MALCOLM WEBB’S MURDER, Lucky Crosby Sr.
experienced the violent deaths of both of his sons in Sandtown, the
neighborhood where he lived all of his life and helped build Habitat
for Humanity homes. One night in July 2016 he heard dozens of gunshots outside his house. He saw a shooter in the darkness running away,
but couldn’t identify him. A friend of his son’s knocked on the door
with news: Crosby’s youngest, Taymen Brown, had been shot. I asked
if he thought, Who did this?
“I don’t know how to explain it,” Crosby answered. “When I see
my son laying there, and I held his hand, I thought about [how] I wasn’t
there when he was born but God forbid, I’ll be there when he took his
last breath. … Retaliation and revenge didn’t come because I didn’t
want the pain that I felt to be inflicted on another parent.”
The next day he told detectives what he had heard about his son’s
murder—that it was a two-person contract killing over a “domestic
dispute”—and suggested ways for police to find the suspects, partly
to protect them from retaliation. He heard some young people in the
neighborhood had put a bounty on the person who killed his son.
“I went to homicide and I said, ‘OK, I want y’all to get this young
man off the street, because they will get dealt with,’” he recalled. “You
know they will meet their fate real soon.”
Police can’t arrest someone on hearsay, and a detective said police
feared Marilyn Mosby, the state’s attorney who has prosecuted police.
Crosby had nothing good to say about Mosby, whom he considers a
“social worker, not a state’s attorney,” and says she is using Baltimore’s
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misery as a “stepping stone” to run for
another political office.
“A life in 21217 does not merit the time
or the resources of the state’s attorney’s
office or Baltimore City Police Department,” Crosby said, referring to his zip
code. “A black life don’t mean nothing.”
The case officially remains unsolved.
Detectives say that when they can’t solve
a case, retaliation is often swift. And
that’s what Crosby heard happened in
his youngest son’s case: The man who
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Lucky
Crosby
revisits the
location
where he
held the
hand of his
younger
son after
he was
shot and
holds a
pocket
watch with
photos of
his two
sons.

ordered the killing was murdered, and
the trigger man was in prison for something else.
A few months later, someone murdered his other son, Lucky Crosby Jr. That
case also is unsolved, but Crosby spoke
highly of the detective who worked it.
Crosby knew about witness intimidation because he himself had blown a
whistle on sexual abuse that was happening at the Baltimore Housing Authority
when he worked in maintenance there.
EMAIL ebelz@wng.org TWITTER @emlybelz
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He said he got phone calls with death threats and people saying he
was a rat.
“I didn’t become a person who speaks truth to power when my boys
were murdered,” he said. “If I know something, you ain’t going to shut
me up.” The cycles of unsolved murders have a cost beyond the murders
themselves. His sons’ murders left him paranoid and grief-stricken,
with nights where he only slept two hours. He eventually moved out of
the neighborhood where he was born. But he believes “one day people
are going to get justice.” He agreed to an interview with me because
he didn’t want his sons to be forgotten, a “blip on the radar.”
OFFICIALLY, MALCOLM WEBB’S MURDER is unsolved too. Dent, his
mother, offered a reward for information. A detective told Dent that
someone called the anonymous tip line but didn’t want to testify “for

fear of losing their life.” She said the detective worked hard, interviewing everyone who knew Webb, and she also gave him information
she heard on the street. Detectives told Dent that they had a suspect
but not enough evidence.
“All we need is a witness,” a detective told her. Their suspect is
serving a lengthy prison sentence for another murder.
Then there’s the case of Webb’s 2015 shooting, for which he never
got to testify: The man charged with attempted murder, Wayne Johnson Jr., was released after Webb’s death, then police arrested him on
gun possession charges a few months later.
In 2019, detectives called Dent to let her know that Johnson had
been murdered. Dent sat on the couch, her mind blank. This wasn’t
the justice she wanted. Court records for pending charges against
Johnson said, “Case closed, abated by death.”
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PAYMENT
PENDING

The new monthly Child Tax Credit
was meant to help families struggling
through the pandemic, but its rocky
rollout is leaving some behind
B Y E S T H E R E AT O N
PHOTO BY BEAR GUTIERREZ/GENESIS

Coleman Kimbell, wife Erin Moots, and
daughters Aspen (5) and Elizabeth (3)
face difficult financial times waiting for
their delayed child tax credit payment.
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Coleman
Kimbell isn’t
sure where
he, his wife,
and his two
daughters
will sleep
next month.
The family recently moved from Texas
to Delta County, Colo. Moving expenses
wore down their savings, a tight housing
market drove the family to a pricey rental,
and a bout of COVID-19 kept Kimbell home
from his truck driver job for six weeks,
quickly burning through his paid time off.
Kimbell’s daughter caught COVID-19 first,
and he wanted to return to work wearing
a mask and staying isolated in the truck
cab, but the company said no. As symptoms faded, Kimbell kept testing positive
and couldn’t return to work until he had
a doctor’s note certifying he wasn’t contagious. The company did front him an
extra 80 hours of paid time off, which he’ll
have to repay if he quits or gets fired.
As a parent of two kids under age 6
who made about $37,000 last year, Kimbell qualifies for $600 each month from
the Internal Revenue Service as part of
the Child Tax Credit (CTC). The July and
August payments helped, and Kimbell
set up bill payments from the account
where he expected another payment to
land on Sept. 15.
On Sept. 13, Kimbell checked his
account in the CTC online dashboard. His
status had switched from “eligible” to
48
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“pending.” The September check never
arrived. The bills hit and along with them
came overdraft fees: Kimbell’s bank
account was at -$967 by mid-October.
When he called the IRS, the representative said if he missed checks he could wait
until tax time and claim the credit then.
Kimbell couldn’t wait until next April:
His landlord has given him a 30-day eviction notice.
“My oldest is 5 years old,” Kimbell said.
“She’s always had a roof over her head. …
In 30 days, what’s going to happen?”
This year’s expansion of the CTC,
which made more families eligible for
larger payments, has faced criticism from
opponents for possibly discouraging parents from working in an economy already
fighting a labor shortage. Meanwhile,
proponents say the monthly payments
inject some stability into families’
finances. The first installment alone lifted
about 3 million children out of poverty,
cutting the child poverty rate by 25 percent, according to a Columbia University
study. (The study’s finding is based on
the number of checks the IRS sent in the
first month, even though not all checks
made it to the families they were supposed to.)
Regardless of the policy’s wisdom,
many parents have instead found themselves mired in glitches, unsure if they’ll
receive next month’s check. They’re not
getting answers from the IRS, which has
admitted problems but doesn’t know how
many families are missing checks or even
how many are eligible. With the IRS
unable to provide reliable numbers, it’s
unclear how many families are slipping
through the cracks. The expanded CTC’s
future is still up for debate in Congress,
but its rocky rollout highlights the challenges of using the IRS to distribute government benefits.
THE CTC HAS EXISTED since 1997, but in
March Congress passed the American
Rescue Plan, which expanded the credit
from $2,000 per child to $3,000 or
$3,600 per child, depending on the
child’s age. The credit phases out in stages
as household income increases, starting
at $150,000 combined income for married couples and $112,500 for single,
head-of-household parents. The American Rescue Plan also made the credit fully

refundable, meaning even low or no-
income families who don’t pay taxes can
get the full amount.
Half of each family’s CTC will arrive
after tax time as usual, but the IRS is distributing the other half in monthly checks
delivered from July through December.
When the first checks were sent in July,
Sen. Cory Booker, D-N.J., said, “This is
one of the most historic days in American
history, and I’m not being hyperbolic.”
Supporters say monthly payments
help families keep up with regular bills
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and necessities better than a yearly chunk
of cash. Chuck Marr, a tax policy expert
at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, summarized the argument:
“Struggling families need to buy diapers,
food, and school clothes for their kids
and to pay rent throughout the year.”
Ideally, monthly payments will prevent common side effects of poverty like
frequent moves and chronic stress, which
hurt kids’ mental health and school performance, setting them up for poorer
outcomes even in adulthood.
PHOTO BY BEAR GUTIERREZ/GENESIS
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FOR MANY FAMILIES, payment gaps like
what Coleman Kimbell experienced are
no big deal. Val Soto, a Delaware mom of
three, wanted to go back-to-school shopping at Target instead of a thrift store
and get some Halloween pencils and
stickers for her son’s school class. Amending her tax return slowed processing on
her CTC payments, but she said missing
checks has been more of an inconvenience than a crisis.
For others, the loss of the credit payments has a bigger impact. Angelette

Jones, a Texas college student and single
mom of two, lost her nannying job during
the pandemic. She said she’s been able
to work around missing payments, cobbling together food stamps, help from
her mom, and scholarship money to support her family. But some solutions will
cost her: She planned to buy her kids’
school uniforms with the CTC payment
and instead used her credit card, where
the debt will collect interest.
When we spoke in August, Jones didn’t
know why her payments weren’t coming.
She theorized the IRS was having trouble
updating its system to send payments to
tax filers with low or no income like her—
the new “fully refundable” aspect of the
expanded CTC. Waiting on hold with the
IRS for four hours produced no answers.
The Treasury Department used health
insurance records to estimate that 2.3
million children may not be getting the
CTC because they are not registered with
the IRS. A Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities study estimated that number
might be closer to 4 million at risk of
missing out. Those estimates include children whose parents don’t have a Social
Security number or an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN),
whose parents never filed taxes due to
low or no income, and newborns who
don’t yet have Social Security numbers.
Parents like Kimbell, Soto, and Jones
have gathered in Facebook groups to
swap information about problems getting
payments. One such group has more than
16,000 members, another more than
22,000. Members post about checks sent
to years-old addresses, paper checks
instead of direct deposits, mysterious
changes from “eligible” to “pending,”
overpayments and underpayments, and
gaps between the amount promised on
the online portal and the number on their
checks. Many have called the IRS over
and over but gotten no answers.
That may be because the IRS doesn’t
have the answers parents are looking for.
IRS representatives said the agency
doesn’t have numbers available on how
many families who are eligible and
enrolled for the CTC have missed a check.
People who don’t file taxes, or non-filers,
have until Nov. 15 to sign up for monthly
payments, so the IRS does not yet know
how many will do so. A representative
November 6, 2021
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couldn’t tell me how many have signed
up so far.
When Tiffany Rae Wilson, a single
mom of five in Las Vegas, called the IRS
asking why her account had switched to
“pending,” a representative responded
that the IRS needed to review her tax
return. After many calls, she said, another
IRS employee told her it actually switched
because of a glitch affecting about
400,000 accounts. (The IRS didn’t respond
to my requests for confirmation of that
number.)
The IRS says it has sent payments to
more than 30 million households each
month, benefiting about 60 million children. But a University of Michigan survey
of eligible low-income families found that
1 in 10 reported they hadn’t received a
CTC payment by September. In a September U.S. Census Bureau Household
Pulse survey, 35 percent of households
likely eligible for CTC payments reported
they hadn’t received one in the last
month. The Household Pulse survey has
limitations that could also skew its data,
including unusually high numbers of
respondents leaving questions blank. And
it didn’t ask about opting out of pay50
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ments, divorced parents who would settle up at tax time, and other unique cases
where otherwise eligible parents wouldn’t
get checks. But its results still suggest
that a substantial number of eligible parents aren’t receiving the monthly payments touted as game-changing. And the
IRS couldn’t refute that suggestion—a
representative said the agency doesn’t
have numbers available on how many
families have missed a check despite
being eligible and enrolled for the CTC.
That has consequences for families
told by politicians they could count on
monthly payments. Genetra Quick, a
mother of five daughters, has been an
Uber and Uber Eats driver for three years.
Her husband is waiting on a disability
claim for his chronic pancreatitis. Business slowed during the pandemic, and
her family moved to Smyrna, Ga., near
Atlanta. The Quicks struggled to find an
apartment and instead checked into an
extended stay hotel, which costs $540 a
week. Quick was also renting a car for
$250 a week, which ate up her Uber
income. Her first two CTC payments went
to moving costs, room payments, and the
start of a down payment on a car.

“NO ONE
KNOWS A
DEFINITE
REASON
FOR WHAT’S
GOING ON.”

g
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Genetra Quick, her disabled husband Robert,
and three teen children live day to day in an
extended stay hotel north of Atlanta.

Then Quick’s CTC status switched to
“pending” and September’s payment
never came. Her car was repossessed.
Family members and friends have helped
with some expenses, and Quick found a
church willing to cover a week of hotel
costs. She’s called rental assistance charities, but they’re already overloaded.
October’s CTC payment did arrive,
and September’s missed payment will be
split among the remaining checks. But
Quick hasn’t found a new car yet, so she
can’t drive for Uber. She’s looking for jobs
within walking distances or a bus ride,
but so far, no success—a gas station night
shift role went to another applicant. And
she’s no longer planning for CTC money,
especially since she’s seen other parents
still having issues getting payments. “No
one knows a definite reason for what’s
going on,” Quick said.
The IRS website tells taxpayers not to
call about the Child Tax Credit: Agents
who answer phones won’t be able to look
EMAIL eeaton@wng.org TWITTER @EstherJay10
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up individual accounts or give any answers.
Parents call anyway and in the Facebook
groups swap tips on how to get past phone
trees—one posted a phone number with
the advice to hang up if a woman answers
and call back until a man answers (with
no explanation). Parents post tax return
and employment details, searching for
common factors that might be causing
problems. Others tag media outlets in
posts, hoping reporters will get their questions answered. Some have called their
congressmembers. While lawmakers have
trumpeted how the CTC helps poor families, there’s been little talk of those struggling to get the payments. While parents
wait, their frustration and confusion fester.
IT TAKES TIME TO IRON OUT the wrinkles
in a new program, said Cassandra Robertson, a researcher at the think tank New
America. The switch from yearly to
monthly CTC payments happened fast,
and while the IRS does distribute some
other government benefits, that’s not its
primary mission. Robertson said that
splitting the expanded credit in two, half
distributed monthly with half in reserve
until tax time, protects taxpayers from

some IRS error—if the agency overpays
in their monthly checks, it can cut a
smaller check to make up for it at tax time
instead of sending parents a surprise bill.
Robertson said she’s more worried
about non-filers, people whose income
is low enough that they don’t normally
file taxes. Without tax returns on file, the
IRS can’t automatically enroll them for
CTC payments. But, Robertson noted,
many non-filers did file to receive last
year’s stimulus payments, so they’re also
registered for the CTC. For the rest, the
IRS created an online tool that helps them
file a simplified tax return.
So far, the CTC expansion only applies
to the 2021 tax year. President Joe Biden
and Democratic lawmakers want to use
the $3.5 trillion budget reconciliation
package to extend it until 2024 or 2025,
with the hope of making it permanent.
But Sen. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va., and Sen.
Kyrsten Sinema, D-Ariz., insist the package should only cost about $1.5 trillion.
With uniform opposition from Republicans and an evenly split Senate, Democrats need both senators’ votes to pass
the package. Democrats have other expensive priorities on their list, so they may
sacrifice the CTC expansion to keep Medicare expansions or subsidized child care.
Manchin has also suggested adding
work requirements to the credit and ending eligibility for families that make more
than $60,000 a year, which would shrink
the number of people eligible and cut
costs. It would also comfort critics worried that the current CTC policy will
encourage parents to work fewer hours,
counting on the payments for support.
That outcome would require a longterm extension and reliable payments. In
Colorado, Kimbell has no plans to cut
back his overtime hours. Right now, he’s
having paychecks deposited to a cash card
from Walmart so the overdraft fees on his
bank account won’t swallow the money
before he can buy groceries and gas.
He’s still scrambling for ways to pay
rent, asking anyone he can think of for
help, from relatives to a Mormon church
to an activist hacker group. But he’s no
longer calling the IRS as much. “Nobody,
nobody answers,” Kimbell said. “Honestly, it’s not fair to my kids. My kids
shouldn’t be the ones suffering. If it was
just me, I’d survive.”
November 6, 2021
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GE LICAL DIVIDE

ing Am erican Christians. Can the Church find unity?

by S O P H I A L E E in Seattle and St. L ouis
illustration by K R I E G B A R R I E
PART 1 OF A 3-PART SERIES
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IT’S SUNDAY MORNING. Two evangelicals in two dif-

ferent states get ready to go to church.
Beth Daranciang is a 55-year-old white woman in Seattle. Michael Byrd Sr. is a 37-year-old black man in St. Louis.
Daranciang attends Westgate Chapel, an independent
Pentecostal church in Edmonds, a suburb about 20 miles
north of Seattle. Byrd pastors Faith Community Baptist
Church, a Southern Baptist church plant in inner-city St.
Louis. Both share beliefs in essential Christian doctrines.
But they differ in assessing and addressing problems in
the United States and the Church.
In Seattle, Daranciang listened to a fiery sermon about
fighting for faith. “We’re in a bloody battle,” the preacher
bellowed. “Amen,” the congregation responded. “We’re
fighting for our neighbors,” the preacher went on. “Our
schools. Our churches. Edmonds. For our nation, our sons
and daughters, our granddaughters and grandsons, for
them to come back to God!” Daranciang nodded along.
She had a full day of fighting ahead: After church, she
would attend two events—one among local Republicans
to showcase upcoming political candidates, the other
among people fed up with the homelessness crisis—and
then back to church to attend a forum on school choice
and public education.
In St. Louis, Byrd sat in a 111-year-old church building
with peeling paint, praying for the upcoming service. He
was running low on fuel. Two nights ago, he and his wife
had just returned home from a date night when his sister
called him: His cousin was dead. Someone had shot him
three times in the head at a store. Byrd slept less than three
hours that night and spent the next day comforting family.
His heart ached. But in half an hour, he had to preach on
a series about resetting the rhythms of faith that many of
his church members had lost during the pandemic.

T O SE E S O
M A N Y PEOPL E I
K NOW L E AV E
T H E C H U RC H
OV E R T H AT ?
I J UST DI DN ’ T
WA N T T O F IGH T
A N Y MOR E .
BETH DARANCIANG

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. called 11 o’clock on Sunday

morning “the most segregated hour of Christian America.”
Though the United States has seen the number of multiracial churches increase in the last 20 years, another form
of segregation is burgeoning among faithful worshippers.
In the last several years—especially 2020, which plunged
churches into battles over pandemic restrictions, racial
unrest, and a tumultuous election—many evangelicals
have shuffled from one church pew to another based on
those hot-button issues. Many splits occur not over theological, denominational, or missional differences but over
how Christ-followers view and approach the cultural and
social forces of the day.
“We watched our church catch a sickness,” one
30-year-old woman in rural Pennsylvania told me. “We
used to be able to disagree on the secondary things.” But
in the last two years, she began hearing increasingly
hostile rhetoric against fellow Christians whom the church
deems “woke,” including people who wear masks. She
and her husband left that church in April. She had been
a member for six years, and her husband had attended
since he was 12.
54
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Two months later in Los Angeles, a 32-year-old man
and his wife also left a church he’s been attending for
nine years because he thought the pastors had allowed
the “social gospel” to distract from core doctrines. In the
past year, that church led prayers of lament over George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and the Atlanta spa shooting.
Community groups got into heated arguments over their
conflicting views on justice: “We couldn’t even have a civil
conversation,” he said. “The church I knew changed.”
Cultural commentators have written essays outlining
different factions within American evangelicals. But I
wanted to understand two very different evangelicals,
not just by getting to know them individually, but by
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biracial children. Byrd is a loud and proud Southern
Baptist who admires Pastor Charlie Dates (a prominent
black pastor in Chicago who vocally left the SBC) but
says, “Some people are leaving loud. I’m staying loud.”
Yet Daranciang and Byrd diagnose problems within America and the Church differently and are battling those
problems in different ways. This three-part series will
examine how they do so on questions of race, politics,
and the culture wars.

DARANCIANG IS A UNICORN. In the ultra-blue city of

getting to know their families, their communities, and
the web of relationships that influence them and are
influenced by them. To report this story, I spent two
consecutive weekends following Daranciang and Byrd. I
joined their group prayer and Bible studies, hung out
with their friends, visited their homes, and met their
families. Daranciang cooked her mother’s special salmon
recipe. Byrd’s wife Traci baked her famous “sexy mac and
cheese.”
I met Daranciang through Twitter and Byrd at the
Southern Baptist Convention’s (SBC) annual meeting in
Nashville. Neither fits simplistic tropes: Daranciang is a
culturally aware wife of a Filipino immigrant with two
PHOTO BY DANIEL KIM/GENESIS
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Seattle, she’s a conservative evangelical and the senior
vice chair of the King County Republican Party. Her nextdoor neighbor planted a sign affirming “Black Lives Matter”
and LGBTQ rights in the front yard. Daranciang plastered
a sign on her window that states her own values: freedom,
self-sufficiency, small government, law and authority,
family. In her kitchen hangs an American flag and a “Blue
Lives Matter” flag.
Daranciang is ever-mindful of her minority status.
Seattle is one of the most unchurched cities in the country at 54 percent. Many historic churches are selling their
buildings due to dwindling and aging congregations—a
reminder to Daranciang that her country is heading fast
toward a post-Christian age.
We drove around Seattle’s University District, where
the historic neo-Gothic building of University Christian
Church is now a giant hole, slated for a 22-story mixed-use
residential tower. The majestic Greek-style Third Church
of Christ, Scientist building may be next to crumble. A
once-beautiful, century-old United Methodist church is
now rubble. On d
 emolition day, the remaining congregation—about two dozen white-haired folks—watched their
church collapse into bricks and dust.
Those churches were dying before their buildings fell,
Daranciang said. Many had already abandoned traditional
sexual ethics, planting rainbow flags and collaborating
with left-wing nonprofits. “That’s where I protested Cecile
Richards,” Daranciang said while pointing to the demolished Methodist church. The congregation had allowed
the former Planned Parenthood president to speak at an
event there. Daranciang was holding up anti-abortion
signs when a parent of her daughter’s friend spotted her.
It was an awkward encounter.
A block away is the University Presbyterian Church
(UPC), which Daranciang and her husband attended for
26 years. UPC, a PCUSA church that still upholds traditional marriage, underwent turmoil in 2019 when several
church members, including a youth pastor, disagreed
with the church’s stance. Eventually the LGBTQ-affirming
group left, but the experience left Daranciang feeling
sour: “To see so many people I know leave the church
over that? I just didn’t want to fight anymore.”
Daranciang had been feeling sour for a while. During
the border crisis under the Trump administration, church
members mourned the conditions of migrant children in
border patrol cells but tensed up when the pastor spoke
November 6, 2021
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out against abortion: “They always talk about Trump’s
failures, but never Obama’s failures.” She grew frustrated
that her church rarely pushed back against local progressive policies with serious consequences—such as legalizing
puberty blockers for adolescents and double mastectomies
for teenage girls—despite its emphasis on justice.
Then 2020 struck like an earthquake. UPC held virtual
services for more than a year due to the pandemic. After
George Floyd died, UPC leaders condemned police brutality and racial injustice from the pulpit. Daranciang
seethed: “There hasn’t really been any police brutality in
Seattle!” Instead, she was watching news about riots, looting, and assaults on the police. She worried for her nephew,
a Seattle police officer. Who was speaking out for him,
also a Filipino American? “It was so one-sided,” Daranciang
said. “The church continuously talked about people of
color, but not one word about our injured police?”
Last year on Aug. 1, while Seattle roiled in a long summer of conflict and chaos, Daranciang co-organized a
pro-police rally in front of City Hall. About 200 people
gathered, holding “Protect Our Police” and “Defend Not
Defund SPD” signs. Another group of counterprotesters
tried to disrupt the rally by blasting King’s “I Have A
Dream” speech from a loudspeaker. Pro-police protesters
chanted back, “USA! USA!” Then on Oct. 10, she attended
another pro-police demonstration. This time, a black-clad
group descended with black umbrellas. Daranciang
watched as one of the pro-police protesters began arguing with them. Concerned for his safety, she rushed over
to push the black umbrellas away, and someone pepper-
sprayed her. Her entire face burned.
That’s the kind of antagonism she has to deal with,
Daranciang told me: “Conservatives are so sick of being
pushed around, because we’re constantly being attacked.
We can’t have a Trump sticker without getting our car
trashed.” She was tired of being on the defensive even at
church. So in December 2020, Daranciang decided, “I
shouldn’t go someplace where I’m outraged all the time.”
She left UPC and found sanctuary at Westgate Chapel.
There, she met like-minded people who share her concerns
over abortion, gender issues, critical race theory, religious
freedom, school choice, law and authority. There, she
found a pastor who’s “not trying to be politically correct.”
Instead of pointing out white supremacy, the church
highlights the many immigrants in its congregation, an
approach she feels is more conducive to racial reconciliation: “It’s more positive. It’s more like, ‘Wow! Look, we
have so many people from different countries here!’”

TO GET TO BYRD’S CHURCH OFFICE in Jennings, Mo.,

I drove by rows of beautiful, brownstone Tudor houses
and lush trees. But once I headed north across Delmar
Boulevard, the scenery changed.
I had crossed what’s known here as “the Delmar
Divide,” the invisible line that marks the border between
two worlds. South of Delmar is majority-white, with
trimmed lawns, hip coffee shops, and vegan eateries. The
56
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north is majority-black, with overgrown grass, liquor
stores, and fast-food chains. Most of the 27,000 buildings
and lots that sit vacant in St. Louis are clustered in the
north. Although many of these abandoned houses are
structurally sound with fine bricks and pretty porches,
they’re worth hundreds of thousands of dollars less than
the similarly built houses in the south.
Byrd was born and raised in the north side of St. Louis.
So was his wife Traci, and most church members and
friends. Traci grew up in a red-brick house in Baden, a
neighborhood that’s more than 90 percent black with a
median household income of about $29,000. Her childhood
house now sits empty, rusty and creaky and boarded-up.
PHOTO BY SEAN MCRAE LOFTIN/GENESIS
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WHY IN THE
WOR L D W I L L
C RT BE A
HO T-BU T T ON
T OPIC F OR
ME, WHEN
M Y FA M I LY ’ S
H U RT I NG
OV E R H E R E?
MICHAEL BYRD SR.

Traci remembers as a kid how close-knit her neighborhood was in the ’80s. Everyone knew one another,
and no child could misbehave without a sharp-eyed auntie tattling. “And then the drugs came,” she recalled. One
day, a young neighbor glided into Traci’s neighborhood
in a new car that the neighborhood kids bounced over to
admire. But even as a little girl, Traci sensed something
was off—something about his eyes, his behavior, the way
he frequented the weird house next to hers where strangers shuffled in and out.
The decades between 1970 and 2000 were also when
many unskilled, working-class blacks lost their jobs during
the first wave of globalization and automation. DeindusEMAIL slee@wng.org TWITTER @sophialeehyun
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trialization devastated manufacturing cities such as St.
Louis, especially black communities, since more blacks
worked in manufacturing jobs and had trouble finding
new jobs due to lower levels of education, training, and
connections. Those who had the means left the inner-city
neighborhoods. Some who didn’t entered a cycle of unemployment, drug use, mental health problems, out-ofwedlock births, and violence.
For decades, a system of race-restrictive covenants,
real estate agents who steered blacks away from white
neighborhoods, and denial of mortgages and lines of
credit spawned layers of racial disparities that continue
today. Housing is cheap here, but fixing properties up can
be expensive. Investors and businesses are reluctant to
bring capital to an area with high poverty, crime, and
violence. So the Delmar Divide persists.
Baden was where Byrd first planted Faith Community
in 2016. The church rented a tiny space sharing a storefront with a barbershop. Byrd and his team did prayer
walks around the neighborhood and asked locals what
they needed. The answers varied—people wanted better
jobs, schools, food choices, and transportation—but a
common theme arose: “The church don’t do nothing for
me,” Byrd recalled them saying.
“People don’t run to neighborhoods like this,” Byrd
said as we drove by a vacant, decaying multistory apartment building with busted windows and ripped doors:
“See, if somebody bought this building, they’ve got to
tear it all down. That’s expensive.”
Byrd’s church hosted block parties in the neighborhood, did “random acts of kindness” by helping locals in
the area pay for their laundry or gas, and visited people’s
homes. When an elderly woman started attending his
church, Byrd himself cleaned her gutters and trimmed
her bushes. When a shootout erupted at the next-door
barbershop, church members helped clean up the bloody
mess.
In about two years, the church grew to about 70 people in a space built for 35. The St. Louis Metro Baptist
Association, a local association affiliated with the SBC,
offered Byrd an old church building five minutes away
from Baden. Outside donations and Southern Baptist
mission teams helped fix up the sanctuary. Faith Community now owns that building, which still needs an additional tens of thousands of dollars in renovations.
Helping his church members deal with crime, dysfunction, and poverty causes him to roll his eyes when he
hears fellow evangelicals arguing about critical race theory: “All this conversation about CRT, wokeness, picking
sides, makes me sick to my stomach.”
Just the night before, his cousin was shot dead. During
dinner, his iPhone kept buzzing with messages from
church members. One person’s uncle just died. Another
person’s family member was just hospitalized. “Why in
the world will CRT be a hot-button topic for me, when
my family’s hurting over here?”
—Part 2 will appear in the next issue of WORLD
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A
chance
to be
fruitful
China’s new three-child policy won’t reverse
China’s demographic crisis, but it helps Christians
seeking to be fruitful and multiply
BY JUNE CHENG
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A father plays with his two
children on the outskirts
of Shanghai, China.
ALY SONG/REUTERS/NEWSCOM
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ESTHER CHEN IS AN ANOMALY IN THE

large urban city in China where she lives:
She and her husband have four children,
ages 6 months to 10 years. Strangers are
astonished to hear that they have so many
kids when most people don’t even want
a second child. Even Chen’s parents, who
are not Christians, think it’s strange. But
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Chen (whose real name WORLD is concealing for her security) and others at
her house church believe children are a
blessing and thank God for them.
Chen’s situation is so rare that she’s
never met another family with four kids.
She’s heard of several but has never seen
them in person. While she and her husband did not plan their third and fourth
children, she says: “God gave us this most
precious heritage and we’ve accepted it.
Sometimes when we’re exhausted, we
think about what life would be like if we
only had two children. … But the fact is
we have two more precious children, so
it’s worth it.”
Chen’s view of children runs counter
to China’s culture, yet it also happens to
align with the Chinese government’s current push to have more children. After
decades of strict family planning measures, China is now facing a demographic
crisis: Its rapidly aging population is
bringing economic and social upheaval.
In an effort to combat the shrinking birthrate, the Chinese government first relaxed

its one-child policy to allow all families
two children in 2016. Then in mid-August,
the National People’s Congress passed
the three-child policy.
Yet most Chinese women balk at having more children: Raising children is
expensive and all-consuming. A
hyper-competitive education system
requires families to pay for after-school
tutoring and extracurriculars just so that
their children can have a chance at success.
And 35 years of propaganda espousing
the values of one-child families has also
become ingrained in the Chinese psyche.
“That would be too much of a burden,”
Ma Mei, a Wenzhou mother of one told
Sixth Tone about having a third child. “It’s
too hard. I still want to live my life.”
To encourage families to have more
babies, the government is trying to rein
in the behemoth after-school tutoring
industry to level the playing field. Some

A man plays Chinese chess with his
grandson at a park in Beijing.

KEVIN FRAYER/GETTY IMAGES
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CHINA 2020 CENSUS

In the past decade, China’s population grew at its slowest rate since the 1950s, according to China’s
official data. This has led Beijing to ramp up incentives to encourage couples to have more children
and avert an irreversible decline. (Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China)
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regions give subsidies to families with
more children, while others are making
it more difficult for women to get abortions. Yet these measures are unlikely to
fix China’s demographic issues, which
one expert believes are much worse than
the government realizes due to inflated
official numbers.
Still the three-child policy is a godsend for Christians who want to have
more children. Chen said she knows many
women in her church who are now seriously considering having a third child.
THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT established
the barbaric one-child policy in 1979,
fearing overpopulation. Strict enforcement in some regions led to forced abortions, forced sterilizations, massive fines,
or the loss of jobs. Some families hid their
extra children while others abandoned
their baby girls in hopes of a chance to
have a son. Still others lived in rural areas
where the rules were more lax and still
had large families. The one-child policy
was never a blanket law: Ethnic minorities
were allowed two children, rural families
who had a girl as a first child could have
two children, and families that lost a child
GRAPHIC: W. FOO/REUTERS/NEWSCOM
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in natural disasters could have a second
child. In its wake, the policy has left a
shrinking workforce caring for a ballooning elderly population and a gender
imbalance leaving millions of men as
unmarried “bare branches.”
The Chinese government began to
slowly roll back the policy after seeing
its economic consequences. Projections
show that by 2040, 24 percent of the
population will be over age 65, a rate
higher than the United States and more
than twice that of India. The growing
number of seniors requires medical care
and pension payments, which a smaller
workforce must shoulder. So in 2014, the
government allowed couples to have a
second child if one of the parents was an
only child. Then two years later, the state
allowed all citizens to have a second child.
The two-child policy only briefly
increased the number of births before
they dropped to historic lows. China’s
2020 census, released in May, showed the
slowest population growth in decades.
Ning Jizhe, head of the National Bureau
of Statistics, said 12 million babies were
born, a drop from 18 million in 2016, and
that China had a total fertility rate (the

25
0

13.26
’53

’90

’20

average number of children born to a
woman over her lifetime) of 1.3, much
lower than the replacement level of 2.1.
Ning noted the lower fertility rate was
a natural result of China’s economic and
social development. Other developed East
Asian countries, including Taiwan, Singapore, Japan, and South Korea, have
some of the world’s lowest birthrates as
women prioritize education and careers
over getting married and having children.
YET YI FUXIAN, a senior scientist of
obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, believes the
true extent of China’s demographic crisis
is much worse than the country’s leaders
even know. For the past 20 years, Yi has
studied China’s demographic trends. He
calculated China’s real population in
2020 is less than 1.28 billion, a full 130
million less than the official numbers.
That would make India the most populous
country in the world.
He said officials inflated the fertility
rate in order to continue justifying family planning policies: National planning
officials adjusted the fertility rate in 2000
from 1.2 to 1.8 and “fixed” the rate in 2010
November 6, 2021
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and 2015 as well. They based their adjustments on primary school enrollment
numbers, but Yi said those numbers are
themselves inflated as local officials claim
subsidies for each student at their schools.
Local media have reported on such fraud.
Other numbers—including the number of births in hospitals and of household
registrations (hukou)—are also inflated
to line local officials’ pockets. In the province of Chongqing, the health department
announced an average of 14,300 births
from January to May 2019, but the number
surged to more than 66,800 in June to
meet government expectations.
With so much political posturing, the
Chinese government itself doesn’t know
its population size, Yi said. He argues that
China’s economy will never overtake the
United States because of its problematic
age distribution, a direct result of China’s
family planning policies.
That argument, which Yi also made
to The New York Times in 2016, got Yi on
China’s blacklist after several years enveloped in Beijing’s embrace. Yi’s complicated
relationship with China’s leadership represents how the country has gone back and
forth on how to deal with its demographic
problems without admitting wrongdoing
for its family planning policies.
When Yi published his book Big Country With an Empty Nest in Hong Kong
62
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A teacher instructs students (left) at an afterschool robot club in Hefei, China; a soccer coach
trains players (right) in Shandong province.

in 2007, mainland China quickly banned
it. But the publishing arm of the Development Research Center of the State Council (China’s top leadership) published the
second edition in 2013, and it raced up
book lists. The state-backed publisher
eagerly agreed to publish his next two
books.
But Yi got on the bad side of the
National Health and Family Planning
Commission (NHFPC) for calling the Chinese government to end population control completely. He predicted a two-child
policy would only raise the fertility rate
to 1.4 before it falls to 1.0 in 2026. The
NHFPC prevented his new books from
being published and came up with its
own prediction: A two-child policy would
cause the fertility rate to peak at 2.09 in
2018 and drop to 1.72 in 2050.
Chinese officials invited Yi to speak on
a panel at the 2016 Boao Forum for Asia,
a gathering of who’s who in China, including politicians, businessmen, and journalists. Then came his Times interview,
which put Yi out of favor again: The government banned his 2013 book again and
shut down his social media accounts. But
Yi continued to speak out. He co-wrote a

report saying China’s population declined
in 2018 after having only 10 million births
(the official tally was 15 million). The next
year, censors erased hundreds of his articles from the internet, and state media
called his findings rumors.
Yi sees the three-child policy as too
little too late. If Taiwan, which never had
any family planning policies and provides
generous subsidies to encourage births,
has the world’s lowest fertility rate of 1.07,
what chance does China have?
ONE OF THE MAIN REASONS Chinese
women—especially in top-tier cities—
don’t want more children is the enormous
financial and physical toll of the cutthroat education system. On average,
Chinese parents spend between 25 and
50 percent of their incomes on afterschool classes: tutoring in math and language, sports practice, piano lessons, and
even jump-roping. They shuttle kids from
activity to activity and can’t fathom fitting
another child in.
To compete with peers, students must
do well on the gaokao, the national college exam, and stand out to universities
against a crowded field. The most extreme
parents follow jiwa or chicken parenting
styles, in reference to a belief that an
injection of chicken blood gives people
more energy. They spend time in chat
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profits, no new tutoring firms can
register, and all online education platforms need to reregister.
After the crackdown, stocks for education companies plunged on the Hong
Kong Stock Exchange, and the government fined 13 after-school tutoring companies more than $5.6 million for “false
and exaggerated advertisement” and
“price fraud.” (As with all government
crackdowns, the pressure pushes the
groups underground. Instead of branding
themselves tutors, they claim to be nannies or providing housekeeping and child
care services.)

groups with other parents comparing the
best tutors and schools.
The State Council views jiwa parenting as antithetical to its goal of encouraging couples to have more children, so
officials are trying to decrease the pressure the only way they know how: greater
control and regulation. In July, the State
Council released new educational policies
to reduce student’s homework and curb
the hours spent in after-school programs.
Under the new rules, private educational companies must register as non-

SOME CHRISTIANS have already taken
their children out of the education system. Instead they’ve enrolled them in
schools run by their churches, which are
unregistered and unrecognized by China’s Ministry of Education, making it
difficult for students to pursue higher
education in China.
Chen sends her two older children to
a school her house church established.
To help larger families, the school charges
full tuition for the first child and half
tuition for the second child, and allows
the rest of a family’s children to attend
for free. Many of the church members
live in the same apartment complex, so
their kids play together rather than
attend endless extracurriculars.
As a former teacher, Chen saw firsthand the problems in the competitive
test-based school system. She said the

Family planning by force
China’s demographic crisis has surprisingly led the government to align with prolife groups as some provinces have banned abortions after 14 weeks. In September,
the Chinese government released guidelines saying it aimed to reduce abortions
for “non-medical reasons.”
Yet many fear the Chinese government’s desperation for more manpower may
push it even further, to coercing women to have more children. A 2018 article in
the government mouthpiece People’s Daily stated “the birth of a baby is not only a
matter of the family itself, but also a state affair.”
But the government’s desire for citizens to have more babies doesn’t include
Uyghurs in Xinjiang. According to a report by researcher Adrian Zenz, the Chinese
government is trying to slash the Uyghur birthrate through forced sterilizations,
IUD implantations, and abortions. The campaign has been effective: Between 2017
and 2019, the birthrate in Xinjiang dropped by 48 percent. —J.C.

EMAIL jcheng@wng.org TWITTER @JuneCheng_World
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knowledge learned “has no value for their
lives.” Taking her daughter out of school
was a leap of faith since unregistered
schools could shut down at any time. Still,
Chen believes it was the best choice: “The
church school is really teaching kids to
know God. Most importantly, it keeps
them in the faith, and through learning
about the faith, they will have a correct
understanding of their life.”
Chen and her husband had their second child while the one-child policy was
still in effect but didn’t have to pay fines
for the extra birth and had no trouble
getting her household registration. The
same happened for their third and fourth
children. “It was God’s provision. He
knew that if that problem wasn’t resolved,
it’d be a great difficulty for us.”
Another woman from her church,
Joyce Wu, is currently 6 months pregnant
with her third child. Wu said she and her
husband had always wanted two children,
but their views shifted after they began
attending a Reformed house church and
heard the pastor preach about children
as a blessing.
At her former church, she felt secular
views still dominated: Children were seen
as inconvenient, they tied women down
and prevented them from making money.
But now, she’s a stay-at-home mom, like
most of the women in her church. She gave
birth to their second child in 2017, a year
after the two-child policy took effect.
Today her 10-year-old daughter attends
the church school, which her son will
attend in a year. As we spoke on the phone,
her son would occasionally pipe up with a
question before continuing to play quietly.
Her goals for her children are also foreign to others in her city. Instead of attending a top university, she hopes they will
consider serving in the church or teaching
at other church schools in China. If they
want to attend college, she’d either send
them to a Christian school overseas or hope
her church has started a college by then.
Yi believes religion could play an
important role in reversing the demographic trend in China. He sees Confucianism as having similar demographic
benefits as Christianity because “they
think older people and babies are also
part of civilization.” Whereas in today’s
China, “Everything is for yourself so you
don’t want to have babies.”
November 6, 2021
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“Provocative, challenging, and worthy of careful consideration. Case has
penned a fascinating study of Hume’s philosophy and its relevance for
America’s post-Christian society. Even those like myself who find Hume’s
ideas insufficient to ground a good society will find much to grapple
with here.” — JOHN G. WEST, Vice President, Discovery Institute

How is David Hume's ambassadorial
task of straddling the world of the
academy and the world of the main
street relevant for today’s American
post-Christian evangelical mindset?

“Case argues convincingly that Hume’s writings have a unity, coherence,
and systematicness of which few scholars are aware. Case’s account is
novel, but the scholarly documetation that he provides for it is rich and
persuasive.” — PETER M. BURKHOLDER, Central Washington University
Available through www.wipfandstock.com, Amazon, Ingram, and Kindle
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THE ART OF
OVERFLOW

Chef Stephanie
Interbartolo creates
charcuterie boards
infused with life lessons
from her Italian
upbringing
by Carolina Lumetta and Grace Snell
in Austin, Texas
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TANDING AT A kitchen island
laden with imported meats
and cheeses, nuts, and berries, Stephanie Interbartolo,
48, carefully arranges prosciutto pillows on an emerging charcuterie board. She
shreds lemon zest on a roll of
goat cheese and accents it
with a bright, edible flower.
With sure hands she slices pears and
golden kiwis, garnishing the tray with
sprigs of thyme and rosemary until the
wooden board disappears.
Interbartolo learned the art of cooking from her parents and grandparents
in a family that traces their ancestry
through food: “My blood type is marinara sauce.” Most of the family lives
within 10 blocks of each other in Boston,
but Interbartolo moved to Las Vegas
shortly after graduating college. In 2019,
she left an 18-year media career to move
to Austin to help a friend through family and health crises. In search of a new
occupation, she worked as a personal
chef and started a charcuterie business

STE PHAN I E WANT S
PEO PLE TO S LOW
D OWN , PUT TH E I R
PH O N E S AWAY, AN D
C O NVE RS E OVE R
H E R FO O D.

one knew everyone else’s business.
During summer weekends, residents
closed the roads to celebrate Catholic
feast days. Local families ran signature
food stands for thousands of visitors.
Interbartolo hopes to create the same
joyful atmosphere. She crafts her charcuterie (in Italian, antipasto), to be accessible as well as beautiful. Interbartolo
trims grape clusters and folds sopressata
so they are easy to grab: Nothing is too
pretty to eat. She wants people to slow
down, put their phones away, and converse over her food.
During the pandemic, bringing people
together for a meal posed a health risk,
so she had to halt her business development for months. Still, she filled a few
orders on the side, making boards for
smaller groups and packaging products
individually.
Rule 2: No one leaves empty-handed.

based on the life lessons she learned
from her family.
Rule 1: Everyone is welcome at the table.

Interbartolo grew up in Boston’s North
End, an Italian neighborhood where kids
played stickball in the streets and every-

“Don’t disgrace the family.” As she crams
another blackberry into a corner between
a jar of honey and a stack of mortadella,
Interbartolo repeats this mantra of her
mother’s, who considered it a personal
failure if guests left a meal without an
aluminum foil swan stuffed with leftovers.
This was not always an easy principle to
live by: Interbartolo remembers her
mother fussing at her father for trying to
give food away at their catering company.
Interbartolo experiences these same
tensions. Although she comes from a culture of overflow, she still has to balance
the books, and $30 is a lot for a pound
of Italian prosciutto. She doesn’t list
prices on her website. Instead, customers
fill out a form with their preferences so
she can tailor boards that meet her standards and their budgets.
Rule 3: Respect your roots. In the Inter-

bartolo household, cooking was a ritual.
Family members brought the same
beloved recipes to gatherings each year:
Aunt Flo perfected her stuffed artichoke
recipe, while Interbartolo’s mother
claimed the best clams casino in town.
She remembers spreading a sheet of ravioli across a bedspread—the only surface
large enough—with her grandmother.
After two years in Austin, Interbartolo
still feels like an “Italian unicorn” in the
land of Texas barbecue.
66
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MASKING IN SCHOOLS

The jury on the effectiveness of students masking in schools is still out,
while ventilation and filtering air have proven effective
by Charles Horton, M.D.

A

MID THE CULTURAL CONVERSATIONS surrounding COVID19, a new flash point has emerged of how to best protect
children attending school in person. What precautions
should schools take? And should children wear masks?
Several studies have found that schools with mask mandates have a lower rate of COVID-19 transmission among
students. Yet was it the masking that reduced transmission,
or were those schools also more inclined to use other measures to prevent the virus’s spread? Those could include
improving ventilation, asking teachers to wear masks, social distancing, and hand-washing. The studies found a combination of factors
effective, but didn’t prove each individual intervention worked.
One CDC study on Georgia’s schools in the last two months of 2020
does just that, according to New York magazine’s Intelligencer blog.
The Georgia study enrolled more than 91,000 students in school districts
that varied widely, both in geography and in measures taken against
COVID-19. Then the researchers considered statistics about each possible intervention. The study’s timing in late 2020 means it missed the
effects of widespread vaccination and the delta variant, but it still gives
us a useful snapshot of what did and didn’t work.

Broadly, we can think of three categories of interventions: those that clearly
help, those that clearly don’t, and the
ones researchers are still unsure about.
First, the uncontroversial part. As
WORLD reported last year, ventilation
remains a powerful tool with well-proven
benefits. Since the virus spreads through
the air, schools—and other venues where
people meet inside—can reduce the danger of COVID-19 by improving air quality.
Nor is the difference a small one: Even
free or cheap changes like opening windows and adding fans cut transmission
by 35 percent, whereas filtering air in
closed rooms cut it by 31 percent. Schools
that filtered air and also boosted airflow
slashed transmission almost by a half.
Given that people with COVID-19
Mobile air filter units are used in a classroom
in Oldenburg, Germany.
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transmit the disease through the air,
interventions that didn’t change who was
breathing the air didn’t do much.
Hand-washing helped a little, decreasing
transmission by 12 percent. Adding physical barriers without improving ventilation accomplished almost nothing, and
moving desks 6 feet apart likewise
showed essentially no benefit.
Do masks fall into the former or the
latter group? Perhaps inevitably, the Georgia study serves as a Rorschach test: Mask
opponents will note that the study “fails
to reach statistical significance.” (Reaching statistical significance refers to establishing that one’s finding had under a 5
percent likelihood of being due to random
chance.) Mask advocates will note that it
comes close, and that the study did prove
a benefit for masks for teachers and staff,
who likely wear their masks more properly than children often do.
Duke University’s ABC Science Collaborative released its own guidance in
June, and the disconnect between its
recommendations and the CDC’s newer
findings demonstrates just how little we
knew. The Duke team emphasized
hand-washing—which we now know
doesn’t help much—but placed little
importance on ventilation—which does.
It also placed a high value on masks for
students, arguing that “in the absence
of masking, ventilation may become
more important but should not be considered a substitute for masking.” Yet the
CDC does not see the two as conflicting,
as the study proved a benefit for ventilation while only suggesting one for
masks.
The Duke team also emphasized vaccines as a way to prevent both severe
disease and COVID-19 transmission. The
former remains true: Vaccination against
COVID-19 has saved countless lives and
continues to offer strong protection
against dying or being hospitalized with
COVID-19. But the delta variant changed
how we think about transmission, with
the virus now spreading even via vaccinated people (albeit at a much lower rate).
The CDC report suggests that masks
for students do likely help. Yet it doesn’t
prove it, and where schools or parents
choose otherwise, ventilation along with
vaccines and masking for teachers still
limits COVID-19’s impact.
68
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MARCHING FOR LIFE
IN BERLIN

Germany’s growing pro-life
movement is following in the footsteps
of its U.S. counterparts
by Jenny Lind Schmitt in Berlin, Germany

F

ROM THE EAST SIDE of the Brandenburg Gate, counterprotesters shouted obscenities at pro-life activists gathered on
the west side. But it didn’t bother Samuel Weiss much.
“Actually I like it,” the 19-year-old said. “It makes me feel
I’m standing up for something that’s worth it. Not everyone
speaks out, so it’s good I’m here.” Weiss traveled six hours
to Germany’s capital of Berlin to participate in the March
for Life, or Marsch für das Leben, in mid-September.
Lisa Hiesch, 18, also made a long trip, driving from
Nuremberg with her sister’s family. “I can’t cope with how
we treat unborn babies. That human being has a right to live.”
Despite ongoing public health restrictions, 4,500 people gathered

Demonstrators participate in the 2021 March for Life in Berlin.
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for this year’s march. That’s half the 2019
turnout, but 2,000 more than last year
at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Young people like Weiss and Hiesch are
the new face of a growing German prolife movement that is learning from their
American counterparts.
On this blustery day, the Brandenburg
Gate—long a symbol of Cold War separation—was closed again, cordoned off
by steel fencing and police lines. (From
1961 to 1989, the Berlin Wall ran just west
of the monument, which sat in East Berlin.) On its east side, the Federation for
Sexual Self-Determination organized
protesters to bang drums and shout
during the pro-life rally. More than 100
police vehicles lined the boulevards, and
police officers stopped movement from
one side to the other.
It’s a pivotal time for the movement.
Before reunification in 1990, West Germany allowed abortions only when an
unborn child had serious medical abnormalities. But atheist East Germany promoted abortion as family planning,
killing 1 in 2 children. Reunification
sparked a bitter debate: Which law should
have precedence?
Parliament in 1995 voted a compromise: Abortion is technically illegal but
tolerated the first three months if mothers
get a document showing they’ve received
counseling. Abortion proponents want to
end that restriction, and pro-life leaders
fear the new socialist-led government will
push for complete legalization.
Alexandra Linder, head of March for
Life Germany, recalls the debates of the
1990s, but optimistic people like Hiesch
and Weiss will lead the way. “The new
generation doesn’t know anything about
that. They’re just asking questions: ‘Isn’t
this a human? Why are we allowed to kill
them?’ These are the right questions.”
Both Linder and Right to Life for All Campaign (ALfA) director Cornelia Kaminski
say the recent heartbeat bills passed in
the United States are inspiring. “We watch
the U.S. closely because it’s a few years
ahead of us,” Linder says.
Around the square, organizations set
up booths while volunteers pass out soft
pretzels. The Sundays for Life booth displays dolls that show the size of babies
of various weeks’ gestation and information on how abortions are performed.

TH E ANTI - LI FE
M OVE M E NT I S
STRO N G H E RE .
TH E Y G E T A LOT O F
S U PP O RT FRO M
P O LITI C IAN S .

Nearby, an ALfA trailer reads, “Pregnant?
You’re not alone,” with a hotline number.
ALfA passes out hand-knitted booties
that Kaminski says are quite successful:
“They help the mother visualize her child.
The baby suddenly becomes real.”
After the rally, police direct the march
southward. One block beyond the Brandenburg Gate, marchers walk directly
past the Holocaust Memorial, where thousands of gray concrete slabs pay silent
homage to the Jews of Europe murdered
in WWII. In front of the memorial,
pro-abortion activists chant, beat drums,
and yell obscenities.
Regular shoppers look on curiously.
Weiss says that’s important: “It makes
people think about this issue.” His sign
reads, “Money for Unborn Children.” He
explained that German families receive
money from the state for each child they
have but believes it should be extended
to unborn children as many mothers
abort due to financial pressures.
Back at the Brandenburg Gate, marchers pack up and police prepare to reopen
traffic. Kaminksi says there’s still a lot of
work to do. “The anti-life movement is
strong here. They get a lot of support
from politicians.” Still, pro-life movements around the world encourage her.
“In the U.S. you planted the seed. That
plant is growing now, and we get the
fruits.”
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Andrée Seu Peterson

Back to the Word

The Scriptures still have
power in an age when words
lose their meaning

I

’M JUST ABOUT READY TO GIVE UP the rational
conversational approach to social intercourse
and to start quoting straight Bible to people. The
further we go, the more reason isn’t working
anymore. In these sputtering last gasps of the
Enlightenment, language itself is deconstructing
before our eyes.
That’s throat-clutching scary for me, an old
high-school debater, and for all of us who naïvely
thought that if we presented our righteous cases
cogently enough, we would convince our opponent.
The artist Francisco Goya painted his sleeping self
bedeviled by owls and bats, Spanish symbols of folly
and ignorance, in El sueño de la razon produce monstruos (The Dream of Reason Produces Monsters). The
message is that unaided reason as the unerring path to
truth is an idea that has crashed and burned again and
again on the ash heap of history.
Take The Cooper Report (2021) produced by a London-
based Ozanne Foundation, which recommends to Her
Majesty’s government swift action to criminalize any
attempt—even by prayer!—to persuade a person to
rethink his homosexuality or transgender notions. The
report calls for criminalization of physical abuse some
have used in “conversion therapy” (which in most cases
is already illegal). But in a scorched-earth attempt to
leave “no loopholes,” it refuses an exception even for
individuals freely seeking such counsel.
To any high-school debate team before this present
century, that’s an obvious attack on personal freedom.
But to our language-degraded contemporaries for
whom words are whores enlisted to mean anything
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they please, sound counter-argumentation avails nothing. From the report: “The discriminatory nature of
conversion practices [the kind they hate] is demeaning
and perpetuates a continuum of violence toward the
LGBT+ community.”
On the other hand, “conversion practices” (the kind
they love) are good and must not be impeded: “The
free exploration of gender identity and sexual orientation must not be impeded by a ban on conversion
practices.”
So “conversion” for me but not for thee. As the
president of the United Kingdom’s Evangelical Alliance
said in a letter to the government: “Language that
suggests a ban would cover ‘suppressing’ or ‘repressing’
sexuality would be a substantive block on supporting
those that do not wish to act on their sexual attraction.”
The Change or Suppression (Conversion) Practices
Prohibition Act 2021 passed this year by the Victoria
Parliament in Australia specifically outlaws certain
prayer: “An exemption for religious conversion practices, such as an act of spoken prayer directed at an
individual with the predetermined purpose of suppression, ‘curing,’ or changing their sexual orientation or
gender identity, would undermine the efficacy of the
prohibition.”
The act stunningly posits that people seeking Biblical counseling cannot possibly be doing so with sound
judgment because “the pressures and imbalances of
power involved mean that such ‘consent’ cannot be
truly free or autonomously expressed.”
So people are presumed free and in their right minds
who seek a new sexual identity, but people are presumed
not free and not in their right minds who seek help
escaping sexual confusion and returning to traditional
sexuality. Nor may anyone question that gobbledygook
premise about the “imbalances of power.” Reason is
dead in the marketplace.
So I come round full circle at age 69¾ to the admonition of the Apostle Paul, who knew it all along. You
can’t say he didn’t warn us in 1 Corinthians that it is
not philosophy and linguistic skills that will persuade
or save anyone, but only the “folly of what we preach”
(1 Corinthians 1:21).
I am going back to the simple Word. The Word that
God says “is the power of God for salvation” (Romans
1:16). If any apologist for the New Think sexual mores
comes at me with his fancy Oxford or Yale logic supposedly proving that perversion is enlightenment and
enlightenment is perversion, I will make responses such
as these:
“From the beginning of creation, ‘God made them
male and female’” (Mark 10:6).
“Temptations to sin are sure to come, but woe to the
one through whom they come!” (Luke 17:1).
Hold tight the confidence that the Word of God has
power—intrinsically—to change hearts. It will not return
to Him empty.
EMAIL aseupeterson@wng.org
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Marvin Olasky

S H O U LD LE AD U S TO STU DY
S C RI P TU RE RE LE VANT TO O U R
PARTI C U L AR S ITUATI O N .

Thankfulness

Lacking looks, athletic ability,
smarts, or wealth? Take heart

I

N THE SPRING I counseled high schoolers not to
be depressed if the college of their dreams turned
them down. (See WORLD, April 24, “Blessed
disappointments.”)
Now, as Thanksgiving approaches, I urge
students to be grateful for God’s gifts, not resentful for what they lack. After all, having one or
several of the big four—looks, athletic ability,
smarts, and wealth—might lead them into temptations
they’re not strong enough to overcome.
No. 1, physical attractiveness: easy to misuse. Since
my mom once told me, “You have a face a mother would
love only on payday,” I had to work hard to attract
women during college and graduate school. Handsomeness would merely have allowed me to sin more.
2 Samuel 14:25: “In all Israel there was no one so
much to be praised for his handsome appearance as
Absalom. From the sole of his foot to the crown of his
head there was no blemish in him.”
No. 2, athletic ability. Wish I had it: Only as an 18-yearold playground supervisor playing against 12-year-olds
did I hit home runs. Sports talent, though, brings temptations. Christian major leaguers yearning to be faithful
in marriage have told me a bigger problem than hitting
a curve ball is being hit on by curvaceous ladies. Stars
often have big ego problems and don’t know when to
stop showing off.
2 Samuel 2:18-23: “Asahel was as swift of foot as a
wild gazelle. And Asahel pursued Abner, and … would
not turn aside from following him. … Therefore Abner
struck him in the stomach with the butt of his spear, so
that the spear came out at his back.”
No. 3, smarts. God gave me a good brain, although
some readers disagree—but if you saw my stuff 50 years
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ago when I was a Marxist, you’d know I was smart enough
then to be really stupid. When hearts are two sizes too
small, deep thinkers fall further and drag others with
them.
Romans 1:22-23: “Claiming to be wise, they became
fools, and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for
images resembling mortal man and birds and animals
and creeping things.”
No. 4, wealth. Wouldn’t I do a better job as owner of
The Washington Post than Jeff Bezos? Maybe, and I
enjoyed going first class on Delta in the mid-’90s when
100 flights annually gave me frequent free upgrades.
But rich folks often don’t know who their true friends
are. The Bible teaches that those who don’t need to trust
God for their daily bread may also think they can get
into heaven on their own.
1 Timothy 6:17-19: “As for the rich in this present age,
charge them not to be haughty, nor to set their hopes
on the uncertainty of riches, but on God, who richly
provides us with everything to enjoy. They are to do
good, to be rich in good works, to be generous and ready
to share, thus storing up treasure for themselves as a
good foundation for the future, so that they may take
hold of that which is truly life.”
Just as every poison needs an antidote, so different
temptations should lead us to study Scripture relevant
to our particular situation. If you’re a handsome basketball player, remember 1 Samuel 16: “Do not look on
his appearance or on the height of his stature, because
I have rejected him. For the Lord sees not as man sees:
man looks on the outward appearance, but the Lord
looks on the heart.”
The old saying, “Physician, heal yourself,” applies
to columnists who criticize ideologues. So whenever as
a smart guy I’m tempted to lord it over liberals or equate
conservatism with Christianity, I hope God reminds me
of Colossians 2’s warning: “See to it that no one takes
you captive by philosophy and empty deception, according to human tradition, according to the elemental
spirits of the world, and not according to Christ.”
EMAIL molasky@wng.org TWITTER @MarvinOlasky
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The time has come to produce a visual and
interactive Bible that can be easily translated
into any of the world’s 7,000 languages and
distributed around the globe for FREE!

• iBIBLE will cover the
entire Biblical narrative
from Genesis to the final
Revelation, presented as
a single cohesive story.

• iBIBLE will include an
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and dramatic audio will
span 18 hours.

• iBIBLE uses the Holy Bible
alone for its scripts to
present the true narrative
of Scripture. Nothing
added, nothing changed.
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